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Abstract
In this thesis, I propose a design for hardware transactional memory where the trans-
action size is not bounded by a specialized hardware buffer such as a cache. I describe
an unbounded transactional memory system called UTM (unbounded transactional
memory) that exploits the perceived common case where transactions are small but
still supports transactions of arbitrary size. As in previous hardware transactional
memory systems, UTM uses the cache to store speculative state and uses the cache
coherency protocol to detect conflicting transactions. Unlike previous hardware sys-
tems, UTM allows the speculative state to overflow from the cache into main memory,
thereby allowing the transaction to grow beyond the size limitation of the cache. The
clean semantics of UTM allow nested transaction support, nontransactional instruc-
tions, immediate aborts, a processor snapshot, and context-switching support; all fea-
tures not found in previous hardware transactional systems. UTM was implemented
in a detailed simulator, and experimental results show that it can be integrated with
existing hardware straightforwardly while still performing better than conventional
synchronization techniques.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Locks are conventionally used to achieve atomicity in parallel systems. Locks, how-
ever, have a host of problems such as deadlock. These problems introduce subtle
correctness issues into parallel programs. Therefore, programming with locks is not
an easy task.
Transactional memory [22, 23, 26,27] has been proposed as an alternative means
of achieving atomicity by presenting a more intuitive atomicity primitive to the pro-
grammer. Using transactional memory, the problems associated with conventional
locks can be avoided. Transactional memory allows programs to read and modify
many distinct memory locations atomically as a single operation, much as a database
transaction [13, 14] can atomically modify many records on disk. The programmer
simply specifies the scope of the transaction and the underlying system ensures it is
executed atomically.
Although the implementation of transactional memory is undoubtedly more com-
plex than conventional locks, previous work shows that hardware support can mini-
mize the performance and implementation overhead [22,23]. Unfortunately, previous
hardware transactional memory systems restrict the size of a transaction to that of a
hardware buffer such as a cache. Although this limitation simplifies the hardware im-
plementation, it also exposes the transaction size limit to the programmer. Exposing
such an implementation parameter greatly restricts the ability to use transactional
memory in practice.
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In this thesis, I propose a hardware transactional memory system that does not
have a hard limit on transaction size. This system, called UTM (unbounded transac-
tional memory), uses the cache and cache-coherency protocol to store transactional
state and detect conflicting transactions in much the same way as previous hardware
designs. Unlike previous schemes, however, UTM allows transactional state to over-
flow from the cache into main memory. Therefore, UTM transactions are not limited
to the size of a specialized hardware buffer such as the cache.
UTM can be implemented in a modern microprocessor with few changes to ex-
isting hardware while still achieving better performance than conventional locking
techniques. To accommodate UTM, only the cache and processor require modifi-
cation. Therefore, UTM is a practical design that can be implemented in today's
microprocessors with low risk. Further, the simple implementation does not entail
a loss in performance. UTM was implemented in a detailed system simulator, and
experimental results with the SPECjvm98 [51 benchmark suite show that UTM out-
performs conventional locking in all cases.
UTM also provides many other features not found in previous transactional mem-
ory systems. The semantics are simple and support transaction nesting and immedi-
ate aborts. The semantics are provided using a hardware snapshot of the processor
architectural state. UTM also permits logging or debugging code within a transaction
through nontransactional instruction blocks. Lastly, context-switches are supported
during transaction execution without aborting the running transaction.
In the following chapters, I describe the UTM design in detail and present quali-
tative and quantitative evaluations of the design. In Chapter 2, I discuss the case for
UTM. I argue that unbounded hardware transactions are necessary for a practical
and efficient system. In Chapter 3, I present previous transactional memory designs
and other related work. I contend that although previous designs have many useful
characteristics, they all lack features that prevent them from being useful in practice.
In Chapter 4, I describe the UTM design in detail and discuss the reasons behind
the design decisions. I show that UTM can indeed be implemented with only minor
hardware modifications. In Chapter 5, I provide a quantitative evaluation of UTM
12
based on simulation results. I show that UTM has low performance overhead and, in
fact, performs better than conventional locking in most cases. In Chapter 6, I discuss
some design alternatives and their design trade-offs. I argue that UTM strikes a good
balance between hardware complexity and programming ease. In Chapter 7, I dis-
cuss UTM's limitations but argue that they do not prevent UTM from being useful
in practice.
13
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Chapter 2
The Case for Unbounded
Transactions
Locks are conventionally used to achieve atomicity in parallel systems. Conventional
locks, however, have many fundamental problems. Locks are hard to use and have
high performance overhead. Further, locks are inherently conservative and blocking.
Transactions are designed to solve the locking problems. Transactions are easy to
use and potentially have extremely low overhead. Further, transactions are also
optimistic and non-blocking. Unfortunately, previous hardware transaction designs
impose a limitation on transaction size and length. This limit restricts the practical
use of hardware transactions.
In this chapter, I argue that unbounded transactions are necessary in a practical
transactional memory system. In Section 2.1, I describe how conventional locks are
used. In Section 2.2, I discuss the fundamental problems associated with locks. In
Section 2.3, I describe the transaction concept and its benefits over conventional locks.
In Section 2.4, I introduce the notion of an unbounded transaction that does not suffer
from size or length limitations.
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if (Flow[i] > Flow[j]) {
Flow[il = Flow[i] - X;
Flow[j] = Flow[j] + X; }
Figure 2-1: The node.push code example. Flow X is being pushed from node i to node j
only if node i has more flow than node j.
2.1 Atomicity in Parallel Systems
Shared memory multiprocessor architectures present a single unified address space
to each processor. If one processor makes a change to main memory, the change is
immediately visible to all other processors. Therefore, atomicity is often required for
correct parallel program execution. Conventionally, this atomicity has been achieved
through mutual exclusion locks. In this section, I describe the shared-memory archi-
tecture and how conventional locks are used.
Although shared-memory architectures present a single address space to all proces-
sors, the memory is usually physically distributed across the system. Each processor
is able to access any part of it through a single address space. The system hardware is
responsible for presenting this abstraction to each processor. Processors communicate
implicitly through normal load and store operations on memory. Therefore, a load
operation may result in fetching data from the memory or even the cache of a remote
node. Data communication and cache-coherency is performed either over a common
bus [11, 41] or over a network using directories [1, 35]. This mechanism is abstracted
away from the programmer, however, which makes the shared-memory environment
natural and well suited for many applications.
In shared memory programs, the ability to perform several memory operations
atomically is often required for correct program execution. Consider, for example,
the node-push code given in Figure 2-1 which pushes flow X from node i to node
j only if node i has more flow than node j. Similar code can be found in graph
algorithms such as the parallel push-relabel maximum-flow algorithm [3, 10]. The
code in Figure 2-1 operates as expected when run on a single processor. Running the
code on several processors, however, may give unexpected results.
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Initial values: Flow [01 =5, Flow [11=4
Processor 0 Processor 1
if (Flow[0] > Flow[1]) {
if (Flow[Ol > Flow[l]) {
Flow[01 = Flow[0] - 2;
Flow[l] = FlowEl] + 2; }
Flow[0] = Flow[0] - 2;
Flow[11 = FlowEl] + 2; }
Final values: Flow [0] =1, Flow [1=8
Expected values: Flow[0]=3, Flow[1]=6
Figure 2-2: A potential problem running node-push in parallel. The node.push code is
run on two processors. The order in which instructions are executed is shown with time
running down.
Consider the possible parallel execution of node-push shown in Figure 2-2. The re-
sult of that execution is not possible in a single-processor since the if condition would
fail on the second push attempt. To get the expected result in parallel, it is necessary
to execute the entire operation as one atomic operation. Although not illustrated in
the example, it also is necessary to ensure that the increment and decrement occur
as one atomic operation. For example, the statement [Flow [jI = Flow [jI + X] is
usually translated into at least 3 instructions (load, increment, and store) in a RISC
ISA. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that these three instructions occur atomically
as well.
Traditionally, mutual exclusion locks have been used to solve this problem. A
lock is a memory location that, by convention, protects a block of code that needs
to be run atomically. Once a processor obtains the lock, that processor can execute
the atomic block. All other processors wanting to execute that code must wait until
the lock is released. The processor holding the lock must release it once it is done
executing the atomic block. This entire mechanism is a convention that is maintained
by software alone. The hardware only provides the necessary mechanisms to acquire,
release, and check the status of any lock.
17
Lock(globalL) ;
if (Flow[i] > Flow[j]) {
Flow[i] = Flow[il - X;
Flow[j] = Flow[j] + X; }
UnLock(globalL);
Figure 2-3: node-push with global locking. A single global lock globalL is used to ensure
atomicity.
2.2 Problems with conventional locking
Although locks can be used to achieve atomicity, they inherently have three unavoid-
able problems. Firstly, locks are hard to use for programmers because they can lead to
undesirable results such as deadlock when used incorrectly. Further, even when locks
are used correctly, the addition of locks to serial code generally results in significant
performance overhead. Lastly, locks are not well suited to exploit the concurrency in
some applications since locks are conservative and blocking. In this section, I describe
these problems in detail.
Locks are hard to use
The easiest way to achieve atomicity is with coarse-grained locks. Coarse-grained
locking can be done in the node-push example by using a single global lock as shown
in Figure 2-3. A single global lock protects the atomic block so that only one processor
can run that block at any given time. Using coarse-grained locks, however, can result
in poor performance since it can hide the available concurrency. For example, in
node-push, theoretically, two processors can execute the same code block at the same
time as long as they are operating on different nodes. A single global lock prevents
such concurrency.
Since a fundamental goal of running an application in parallel is to increase perfor-
mance, coarse-grained locking is often avoided in favor of fine-grained locking, which
enhances concurrency. Unfortunately, fine-grained locking requires more locks, and
the relationship between the locks can become complicated. For this reason, deadlock
can become a problem once there is more than one lock. Deadlock is the situation
18
Lock(L[i]);
Lock(L[j]);
if (Flow[il > Flow[j]) {
Flow[i] = Flow[i] - X;
Flow[j] = Flow[j] + X; }
UnLock(L[i]);
UnLock(L[j 1);
Figure 2-4: node-push with incorrect fine-grained locking. A lock for each node is acquired
before the atomic block and released after the atomic block.
Processor 0 Processor 1
Lock (L [0] )
Lock (L [1])
Lock (L [1] )
Waiting on Processor 1
Lock(L [0])
Waiting on Processor 0
Figure 2-5: A deadlock example. The node-push code with incorrect locking is run on
two processors. The order in which instructions are executed is shown with time running
down. No progress is made since processor 0 is waiting on processor 1 and processor 1 is
waiting on processor 0.
where two processors cease to make progress since each processor waits on the other
to release a lock. Unfortunately, deadlock can be hard to avoid.
To illustrate fine-grained locking and the problem of deadlock, consider using fine-
grained locks in the node-push example. Since it is desirable for processors to operate
on different nodes concurrently, it is natural to associate a lock with each node. Since
node-push operates on two nodes within the atomic region, it is necessary to acquire
the locks for both nodes. Figure 2-4 shows a naive incorrect implementation for
node-push. A lock for each node is acquired before the atomic block and released
after the atomic block. Although, in most cases the naive implementation works
correctly, in some cases it deadlocks. As shown in Figure 2-5, it is possible for two
processors to wait on each other indefinitely.
It is possible to avoid deadlock by simply ordering the lock acquisition as shown
19
if (i<j) {
a = i;
b = j;
} else {
a =j;
b = i;}
Lock(L[a]);
Lock(L[b]);
if (Flow[i] > Flow[j]) {
Flow[i] = Flow[i] - X;
Flow[j] = Flow[j] + X; }
UnLock(L[b]);
UnLock(L[a]);
Figure 2-6: node-push with correct fine-grained locking. Lock are acquired in order to
avoid deadlock.
in Figure 2-6. Since locks are acquired in order, the deadlock situation from Figure
2-5 is not possible. It should be evident that deadlock avoidance adds significant
complexity, however, even in such a simple example. In more complicated situations,
reasoning about deadlock becomes even more error prone, leading to buggy programs.
When using locks, there is a tradeoff between programming ease and concur-
rency. It is always possible to use conservative coarse-grained locks but doing so
greatly limits the concurrency and can result in poor performance. To achieve bet-
ter performance, programmers can use fine-grained locking. Unfortunately, because
of deadlock, programming complexity only increases as more fine-grained locking is
used.
Locks have high overhead
Although fine-grained locking can increase concurrency, locks still add a significant
performance overhead as it takes time to perform deadlock prevention and lock ac-
quisition and release. As shown in Figure 2-6, even simple lock ordering adds a
significant overhead to a small transaction. There are simply many more instructions
to run. There may even be an additional unpredictable branch if the ISA does not
have instructions such as minimum, maximum, or conditional-move. Further, lock ac-
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quisition is conventionally done using load-linked/store-conditional [25] instructions
or atomic read-modify-write [30] instructions such as test-and-set, fetch-and-add, or
compare-and-swap. These instructions can incur higher performance overhead com-
pared to normal memory instructions.
In additional to performance overhead, using locks adds a significant space over-
head as well. Locks are memory locations. In our example, each node in the graph
requires one lock. For a large graph, this space overhead can be quite large. Further,
although in theory a lock only needs to be one bit in size, in practice every lock must
reside on a different cache line. Giving each lock its own cache line prevents problems
such as false-sharing [17, sec. 8.3] that are caused by the underlying cache-coherency
mechanism used to obtain exclusive access to lock variables. Therefore, the space
overhead incurred by locks is often significant and cannot be ignored.
Locks are conservative
Conventional locking is inherently conservative. A lock may be obtained and released
without any attempts by other processors to obtain that lock. Such a situation is
common in highly parallel applications where contention is usually low. Therefore,
locking is not necessary for the most part, but is nevertheless required to ensure
correctness in the few cases where a conflict does occur. For example, in node-push
the overhead of lock reordering and lock acquisition/release is incurred even if all
other processors are accessing different nodes, which is likely in a large graph. Thus,
locks are always used but only rarely needed. Further, locks must be acquired even
if the if condition fails and no push is necessary. Therefore, even highly optimized
fine-grained locks can lead to suboptimal performance and unnecessarily high resource
overhead.
Locks are blocking
Conventional locking does not have a strong forward-progress guarantee. If a thread
holding a lock is suspended for any reason, all other threads waiting for the lock do not
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make any progress. Threads can be suspended for many reasons in modern systems
since context-switches occur regularly. For example, if a thread running a small
atomic region is switched out by the operating system, all other threads contending
for the lock are left idle waiting for the thread holding the lock to be switched back
in. The blocking nature of locks causes poor and unpredictable performance.
2.3 Transactions: a better atomicity primitive
The transaction is a primitive designed to provide atomicity without the problems
associated with locks. Transactions are easier to use and potentially have much lower
performance overhead. Further, transactions can exploit the concurrency often hidden
by locks since transactions are optimistic and non-blocking. In this section, I describe
the transaction concept in more detail.
Locking is used because it is the only way to achieve atomicity in current parallel
systems. The programmer does not need locks per se. Atomicity suffices. Locks can
achieve atomicity but they also distract the programmer from his true needs. Ideally,
the underlying system provides an atomicity primitive that is deadlock free and able
to exploit available concurrency while abstracting away the implementation details.
The transaction is such a primitive.
A transaction, as in a database system, is an atomic block of code that can
either commit or abort. If a transaction commits, the underlying system ensures that
all memory operations within the transaction appear atomic with respect to other
transactions or memory operations in the global memory system. If the underlying
system cannot run the transaction atomically for any reason, it is aborted and the
transaction appears to have not run at all.
Conceptually, the code within a transaction is run speculatively until the end of the
transaction. If the speculative execution does not conflict with another transaction or
memory operation, the speculative changes are committed, thereby committing the
transaction. On the other hand, if a conflict occurs before the end of the transaction,
the speculative changes are rolled back to the beginning of the transaction and it
22
xBEGIN;
if (Flow[i] > Flow[j]) {
Flow[i] = Flow[il - X;
Flow[j] = Flow[j] + X; }
xEND;
Figure 2-7: node-push with transactions. The xBEGIN and xEND commands mark the start
and the end of the transaction respectively. The underlying system ensures that the block
is run atomically.
appears as if the transaction was not run at all. In the event that two transactions
conflict while running speculatively, only one needs to be aborted and the other can be
allowed to continue. Which transaction to abort is an implementation specific policy.
In theory, both transactions can be allowed to continue as long as the underlying
system ensures that each transaction always sees a consistent view of memory. For
example, one can create multiple versions of the modified data as in multi-version
database systems [4,52]. The amount of bookkeeping necessary for such a system,
however, often precludes an efficient hardware implementation.
Transactions are easy to use
Transactions are much easier to use than locks since the programmer need not worry
about issues such as deadlock. As shown in Figure 2-7, using transactions is straight-
forward. The programmer simply wraps each atomic region in a transaction and the
underlying system ensures that it is executed atomically.
Transactions can have low overhead
It is possible to implement the transaction primitive in hardware with negligible
performance overhead. Herlihy and Moss [22,23] and Knight [26,27] propose transac-
tional memory implementations that use the cache and cache-coherency mechanisms
of modern parallel systems to provide the transaction primitive with virtually no
overhead. These hardware systems use the processor cache to store the transaction's
speculative state and use the cache-coherency protocol to detect conflicts. The specu-
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lative state in the cache can be committed or aborted by simply flash clearing certain
bits in the modified cache. Therefore, there is essentially no performance loss. More
details about these systems can be found in Chapter 3. The previous work on hard-
ware transaction systems provides evidence that transactions can be achieved with
low overhead.
Transactions are optimistic
The speculative nature of transactions implies that transactions are inherently opti-
mistic. Two transactions can run concurrently as long as they do not access the same
memory location in a conflicting manner. The two transactions can even be separate
instances of the same atomic region that would have been protected by a single lock
conventionally. With a single lock, only one processor can execute the atomic region
at any given time. The other processors are forced to wait even if no conflict occurs.
With transactions, on the other hand, many processors may execute the same atomic
region simultaneously in the absence of conflicts. Each processor simply executes
speculatively independent of the other processors. If no conflict occurs, every pro-
cessor can commit its transaction independently as well. For example, in node-push,
two transactions can even operate concurrently on the same pair of nodes if both if
statements fail since neither transaction is writing any data.
Transactions are non-blocking
A transaction guarantees forward-progress if all conflicting transactions suspend ex-
ecution for any reason. The running transaction simply proceeds by aborting all
conflicting suspended transactions. Therefore, unpredictable interruptions such as
context-switches and exceptions cannot affect other threads. The non-blocking na-
ture of transactions thus results in lower runtime and more predictable performance.
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2.4 Overcoming hardware limitations
Although previous hardware transactional memory designs have low overhead, they
also impose a restriction on the size and length of transactions. These limitations
restrict the use of these systems in practice. In this section, I first describe these
limitations in more detail. Then I describe the notion of an unbounded transaction
that does not suffer from these limitations.
The designers of previous hardware transaction designs assume that transactions
are generally small and short. Therefore, they claim it is acceptable to imposed
a size and length limitation on transactions. For clarity, transaction size refers to
the number of distinct memory locations touched by a transaction. Transaction
length refers to the time it takes to run a transaction. Systems with size or length
limitations are referred to as bounded. Systems without these limitations are referred
to as unbounded. In previous bounded systems, transactions that are too big or too
long are simply aborted.
The designs by Herlihy and Moss [22,23] and Knight [26,27] expose a strict trans-
action size limitation since they only use a hardware buffer to store the running
transaction's speculative state. When the buffer is full, the transaction is aborted.
Although such an implementation can lead to low overhead, it also imposes an awk-
ward restriction. If a transaction aborts because of a space limitation, that transaction
can never run successfully on the system.
The length limitation imposed by previous bounded systems is not a hard limit like
the cache capacity. Instead, the length limitation arises from the fact that previous
hardware systems do not support context-switches during a transaction. When a
context-switch is performed, the running transaction is simply aborted. Since modern
multithreaded systems have context-switches at regular intervals, such a restriction
effectively limits the length of the transaction. Like the size limitation, this restriction
is awkward. If a transaction aborts because it is longer than the process time slice,
that transaction can never run successfully on the system.
Although the assumption that most transactions are small and short may still
25
hold in common applications, the bounded approach leads to a impractical system.
In the remainder of this section, I discus in more detail the reasons why unbounded
transactions are necessary.
The need for unbounded transactions
The main goal of transactions is to simplify concurrent programming. From the
point of view of a programming language or compiler, however, bounded transactions
lead to complications that reduce their advantages over locking. For transactions to
be truly useful in a systems setting, they must be unbounded.
The transactional size limitation exposes an awkward architectural parameter in
the instruction-set architecture (ISA). Ideally, such a limitation should be an im-
plementation parameter such as memory or cache size. Implementation parameters
can vary from machine to machine of the same type. Unfortunately, the size limi-
tation must be exposed as an architectural parameter since machines with different
limitations cannot run the same programs. For example, an application binary that
contains a transaction that touches 180 bytes will not run correctly on a system with
a size limitation of 160 bytes. It will run correctly, however, on a system with a size
limitation of 200 bytes. Often the cache, whose size is an implementation parameter,
is used to store transactional data. Different revisions of the same processor may have
different cache sizes and thus behave drastically differently when running the same
transactional binary.
Even if the size limitation is exposed as an architectural parameter, many unsolved
problems remain. For example, what should that limitation be? Should the system
support transactions that touch 10 bytes? 100? 1000? And, how is this bound
enforced? Suppose that the system supports transactions of 1000 bytes or less. What
should the compiler or programmer do with a program containing larger transactions?
It is even unclear how the programmer or the compiler would find the size of the
transaction. For example, modern programming languages such as C [28] seldom ex-
pose memory references to the programmer. In C, without the volatile keyword the
programmer has no way of knowing whether a given memory reference actually causes
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a memory operation or if the compiler optimizes it away. Since the programmer can-
not find the size of the transaction, one might argue that perhaps the compiler can.
Unfortunately, that task is just as difficult for the compiler. General programming
practice allows the calling of subroutines without knowing how many memory refer-
ences they make. Also, often the number of memory references is only determined
at runtime. Of course, it may be possible for the compiler to expose the number
of memory references to the calling function. Moreover, it may be possible for the
compiler to perform conservative analyses and forbid practices such as using loops
within transactions to restrict the possibility of dynamically sized transactions. Per-
haps we can force that transactions are only accessible to the programmer through
hand-coded runtime libraries. Although all of these options are technically viable,
they prevent transactional memory from being a general system-building tool.
The transaction length limitation is equally difficult to deal with in a real system.
Should the minimum process time slice be an architectural parameter? What does
the operating system do if a transaction cannot finish within the process time slice?
How does the programmer or the compiler know how long a transaction will run for?
Because none of these questions has a good answer, I contend that the size and
length limitations of the underlying system should be viewed as implementation pa-
rameters which can vary without affecting the portability of binaries. Code should
not need to be rewritten or recompiled to deal with a different internal hardware limit.
Internal limitations may be visible as a matter of performance like the cache size but
the same application binary should always run correctly on different revisions of the
same machine. Therefore, from a systems perspective, unbounded transactions are
essential to the design of a practical transactional memory system. Truly unbounded
transactions are, of course, never possible since no system has unlimited resources.
The visible limits should be sufficiently large, however, that programmers never en-
counter it. For example, there is technically a limit to the amount of virtual memory
in a system, but it is sufficiently large that the programmer need not worry about it.
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Chapter 3
Related Work
The concept of optimistic transactions was first described in the database context by
Gray [13] and Reuter [14] and Kung and Robinson [32]. Since then, the concept has
been proposed for normal parallel programs, not just those related to databases. The
general goal is to make parallel programming easier and to exploit concurrency often
hidden by conventional locks. Three general approaches have been explored: the non-
blocking approach, the software transaction approach, and the hardware transaction
approach. The non-blocking approach does not require hardware changes and has a
forward-progress guarantee. The software transaction approach also does not require
hardware changes since the atomicity primitive is provided through programming
languages, compilers, and libraries. The hardware transaction approach provides the
atomicity primitive through hardware and ISA modifications.
In this chapter, I describe related work in these three areas. Unfortunately, cer-
tain aspects of all previous systems restrict their use in practice. In Section 3.1,
I describe non-blocking synchronization. I argue that non-blocking synchronization
adds too much programming complexity. In Section 3.2, I explore previous software
transactional memory designs. I argue that software designs have impractically high
performance overhead. In Section 3.3, I describe previous hardware transactional
memory designs. I argue that although hardware designs have low performance over-
head, they all have restrictions such as size or length limitations that restrict their
practical use.
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3.1 Non-blocking synchronization
Non-blocking synchronization is a software technique that provides atomicity without
mutual exclusion locks. Since locks are not used, their associated problems are also
avoided. For example, non-blocking synchronization is optimistic and deadlock free.
In addition, since it is a software technique, hardware changes are not necessary. Stan-
dard instructions such as compare-and-swap or load-linked/store-conditional are suffi-
cient. Further, non-blocking synchronization has a strong forward-progress guarantee.
Unfortunately, non-blocking synchronization increases program complexity and makes
parallel programming more difficult. Several varieties of non-blocking synchronization
have been proposed including lock-free [33], wait-free [18], and obstruction-free [20]
synchronization. In this section, I describe these non-blocking techniques in more
detail and discuss their impact on programming complexity.
Lock-free synchronization was first explored by Lamport [33] and later formalized
by Herlihy [19]. A concurrent object is lock-free if some concurrent thread is guaran-
teed to complete an operation in a finite amount of time. A systematic methodology
can transform any concurrent object into a lock-free object [19]. First, a copy of
the concurrent object is made and used for modifications. The modified copy is
then switched back into the concurrent data structure by changing a pointer with a
load-linked/store-conditional operation. If the store-conditional fails, the operation
is retried since another thread must have changed the data structure after the copy
was made. The lock-free technique guarantees forward-progress since at least one of
the threads attempting to modify the concurrent object will succeed.
Wait-free synchronization was later proposed by Herlihy [18] to have an even
stronger progress guarantee. A concurrent object is wait-free if every concurrent
thread is guaranteed to complete an operation in a finite amount of time. To achieve
this stronger progress guarantee, wait-free objects are significantly more complex than
lock-free objects. A methodology similar to that for lock-free objects can be used to
transform any concurrent object into a wait-free object [19]. The thread also starts
by making a copy to which modifications are made. In addition to making the copy,
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the thread also globally announces its intended modification. Each time a thread
attempts to make any modification, it also performs any outstanding modifications
announced by other processors. As in lock-free synchronization, at least one of the
concurrent threads will succeed. The successful thread, however, has also made the
modifications for unsuccessful threads. Therefore, all the threads will be successful
within a finite amount of time.
Both lock-free and wait-free objects are optimistic and have attractive progress
guarantees. Therefore, the techniques exploit much of the concurrency that conven-
tional locks tend to hide. Herlihy shows that lock-free and wait-free synchronization
can outperform spin-locks in some situations.
Herlihy suggests that the systematic transformation of any object into a lock-free
or wait-free object can be done automatically by the compiler. Therefore, in the-
ory, the programmer need not deal with the added complexity. In practice, however,
lock-free and wait-free techniques are rarely used. A possible explanation for the lack
of acceptance is that implementing lock-free and wait-free objects is not as straight
forward as Herlihy first imagined. If the process cannot be automated, the added
programming complexity is clearly a significant deterrent. Even the simple wait-free
dequeue operation Herlihy presents in [19] is difficult to understand and significantly
more complicated than using conventional locks. Therefore, although lock-free and
wait-free synchronization have many of the performance benefits of transactions, they
do not address the programmability problem since they can make parallel program-
ming even more difficult.
The programmability problem was, in fact, recognized by Herlihy who recently
proposed another type of non-blocking synchronization: obstruction-free objects [20].
A concurrent object is obstruction-free if an isolated thread is guaranteed to complete
an operation in a finite amount of time. An isolated thread is a thread running
without any conflicts from other threads. Although the progress guarantee is much
weaker than that of lock-free or wait-free objects, Herlihy shows that obstruction-free
objects share many of their advantages while being easier to program. Unfortunately,
there is no systematic transformation that can be performed by the compiler. Herlihy
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shows the obstruction-free technique by example with a few simple data structures.
Although the technique is easier to program than lock-free or wait-free objects, there
is still a significant complexity overhead.
Non-blocking synchronization is able to overcome many of the problems of asso-
ciated with conventional locks. Despite its many advantages, however, non-blocking
techniques have not been widely adopted by the parallel programming community.
The reason for its lack of popularity lies in its inherent complexity. Instead of making
parallel programming easier, non-blocking synchronization actually makes it more
difficult.
3.2 Software transactional memory
Several software transaction systems have been proposed. Software designs have the
advantage that they require no change to the hardware and generally do not impose
transaction size or length limitations. Software systems are generally implemented
by inserting additional code by modifying the compiler. Therefore, they can also take
advantage of compiler analysis and optimization. Unfortunately, software transac-
tions generally have high performance overhead. In this section, I describe previous
work on software transactional memory and the associated performance overheads.
The first design for software transactional memory was proposed by Shavit and
Touitou [47]. Their system requires that all input and output locations touched by
a transaction be known in advance. This restriction limits its application. Further,
it performs at least 10 additional loads and 4 additional stores per memory location
accessed as part of a transaction.
Rudys and Wallach [45] proposed a copy-based transaction system to allow roll-
back of hostile code blocks. On one processor, they show an order of magnitude
slowdown for field and array accesses and a 6-23x slowdown on their benchmarks.
Herlihy, Luchango, Moss, and Scherer's scheme [21] allows transactions to touch
a dynamic set of memory locations. The user needs to explicitly open every object
before it can be used in a transaction. This implementation is based on object copying,
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and thus has poor performance for large objects and arrays. They present a list
insertion benchmark on one processor that shows a 9x slowdown over a locking scheme.
Harris and Fraser built a software transaction system on a word-oriented trans-
actional memory abstraction [16]. Their scheme effectively makes a speculative copy
of each word in the transaction and operates on that copy during the transaction.
Their scheme only copies the data being accessed at a word granularity thus avoiding
the problems with large objects. With this technique, they are able to decrease the
overhead significantly. Single-processor overhead, however, is still 2x over locks for
some specially-coded microbenchmarks.
Unlike non-blocking synchronization, software transactional memory is imple-
mented in the compiler. Therefore, the synchronization details are abstracted away
from the programming making software transactions easy to use.
Unfortunately, all of these software designs have high performance overhead. The
fastest system is still 2x slower than conventional locks under ideal situations. The
high overhead is not surprising since all the bookkeeping is done using normal soft-
ware techniques. The large amount of bookkeeping simply precludes an efficient
implementation.
All of these software designs generally have more reasonable performance over-
heads when running on many processors. With a lot of processors, and the appropri-
ate application, the optimistic nature of transactions can overcome the high overhead.
Typically the number of processors required for acceptable performance is much more
than in modern small SMP systems. Thus, software transactional memory is imprac-
tical for general use in real systems.
3.3 Hardware transactional memory
Hardware can be used to accelerate transactional bookkeeping. The technique has
been explored in many different contexts. Hardware transactional memory was first
proposed as a cache and cache-coherency mechanism to facilitate lock-free synchro-
nization. A similar technique was independently studied as part of work on thread-
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level speculation and speculative locks. Recently, there has also been a transactional
memory system developed at Stanford University. Unfortunately, all of these systems
impose limitations that restrict their practical use. In this section, I describe in more
detail these hardware systems, their advantages, and their disadvantages.
Hardware transactional memory was first proposed by Herlihy and Moss [22,23]
and Knight [26,27]. Herlihy and Moss coined the term transactional memory in the
context of lock-free synchronization. I will call these systems HTM (hardware trans-
actional memory). HTM exposes the transaction primitive in the ISA and uses a
hardware buffer such as a cache to store speculative data. It also uses the cache-
coherency mechanism to detect conflicting transactions. By using the cache and
cache-coherency mechanisms, HTM provides the transaction primitive with low per-
formance overhead.
In HTM, every transactional load or store operation brings the target memory
block into the hardware buffer in the same way a block is brought into the cache. All
speculative modifications are made to the data in the hardware buffer without affect-
ing the previous consistent value in main memory. The hardware buffer is snooped
on each incoming cache intervention message. If the incoming intervention hits a
speculative line before the transaction commits, a conflicting access from another
processor has been made. When this conflict is detected, the running transaction is
aborted. Since the previous consistent values remain in main memory, the transac-
tion can be aborted by simply invaliding all speculative lines in the hardware buffer.
All future requests for these blocks will miss and require a load from main memory
as in a silent drop. This mechanism effectively rolls back all speculative changes
made by the transaction. When the transaction commits, all speculative lines in the
hardware buffer are changed to non-speculative. This change effectively commits the
speculative changes since non-speculative data is globally visible through the cache-
coherency mechanism. Using the cache and cache-coherency mechanism this way
allows execution of transactions with negligible performance overhead.
Although HTM was able to maintain low performance overhead, it imposed awk-
ward size and length limitations on transactions as discussed in Chapter 2. These
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limitations prevent HTM from being useful in practice. The general cache-based ap-
proach is nevertheless valuable because of the low overhead. UTM uses this approach
to achieve good common case performance.
The general notion of a transaction that HTM advocates is not shared by all pre-
vious hardware designs. Some designs have described the notion of a transaction as
an extension to load-linked/store-conditional [25] and other complex atomic instruc-
tions. In fact, CISC machines such as the VAX have complex atomic instructions
such as enqueue and dequeue [6]. These approaches limit the use of transactional
memory to only a few specific applications.
Using the cache and cache-coherency protocol to store speculative data and de-
tect conflicts was not only studied in the context of transactions. The notion was also
explored independently in work on thread-level speculation (TLS). TLS has been in-
vestigated separately as part of the Multiscalar [49] project, the Hydra [42] project,
the Stampede [53] project, and by Krishnan and Torrellas [29]. TLS executes inter-
dependent threads speculatively, often out of order, but maintains the appearance of
in-order execution at completion. The goal is to achieve better performance by spec-
ulating past false dependencies. For example, several iterations of a single-threaded
loop can execute concurrently without losing the appearance of in-order execution in
the absence of true inter-loop dependencies.
In TLS, there is one non-speculative thread and many speculative threads. All
speculative threads can be aborted by the non-speculative thread but the non-speculative
thread cannot be aborted. Speculative threads store speculative data in a hardware
buffer such as a cache. The cache and cache-coherency mechanism detect conflicts and
provide abort and rollback functionality as in HTM. Each speculative thread contains
a timestamp. Once a non-speculative thread commits, the speculative thread with
the smallest timestamp becomes non-speculative. If the speculative buffer requires
overflow, TLS simply waits until the speculative thread becomes non-speculative.
Then the hardware buffer can be flushed into main memory since the thread is no
longer speculative.
The speculative nature of TLS is similar to that of transactions. Therefore, the
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mechanisms necessary for TLS are similar to those used in HTM systems. TLS and
transactions have different goals however. The goal of TLS is to increase performance
and to automate code parallelization. On the other hand, the goal of transactions
is to achieve atomicity without the problems associated with locks. TLS does not
address the atomicity problem at all.
Another approach was proposed by Rajwar and Goodman called Speculative Lock
Elision and Transactional Lock Removal (SLE and TLR) [43,44]. SLE/TLR is based
on speculating past conventional locks. Similar schemes have also been developed by
Martinez [36] and Rundberg [46]. SLE/TLR dynamically identifies locks and spec-
ulatively executes past them using the cache and cache-coherency mechanisms in a
similar way as HTM. Since the programmer still uses locks as the underlying atom-
icity primitive, programs need not be recompiled to take advantage of SLE/TLR. In
addition, if speculative execution cannot proceed for any reason (such as buffer over-
flow or context-switch), SLE/TLR falls back to locks to guarantee forward-progress.
Although this technique has many of the performance advantages of a true trans-
actional memory system, the codes must still obey a deadlock-free locking protocol.
Thus they do not make programming easier.
Lastly, and most recently, a hardware design called Transactional memory Coher-
ence and Consistency (TCC) [15] was developed at Stanford University. TCC takes
a slightly different approach to transactions. TCC advocates that transactions be
used everywhere. In TCC, the basic unit of work is a transaction. In contrast, in
conventional systems, the basic unit is a memory operation. TCC proposes an en-
tirely new cache-coherency and memory consistency model. In TCC, all transactions
are executed speculatively in the cache but there is no conventional cache-coherency.
Instead, at the end of each transaction, all speculative updates are broadcast to main
memory and all other processors. Conflicts are detected by each processor upon
receiving the broadcast.
TCC also overcomes any hardware size limitations with the broadcast mechanism.
When a transaction requires more room than the cache, TCC simply starts broad-
casting updates immediately as they are executed. The broadcasting processors does
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not release the bus until the entire transaction completes. Since the processor holds
the bus for the remainder of the transaction, it cannot be aborted.
Although TCC can overcome the hardware size limitation, it does not provide a
mechanism that allows transactions to span context-switches. TCC does, however,
provide a pseudo-overflow mechanism that allows non-atomic code blocks to broad-
cast updates before the end of the block. Pseudo-overflow can be used to prematurely
end a non-atomic code block in the event of a context-switch or other exception.
Pseudo-overflows, however, cannot be used in atomic transactions since it would ex-
pose inconsistent data. Therefore, like HTM, TCC must abort all atomic transactions
on a context-switch.
The goal of TCC is to provide the transaction primitive while reducing the hard-
ware complexity associated with conventional cache-coherency and memory consis-
tency models. Since processors only broadcast on transaction commit, the TCC hard-
ware need not support small low-latency messages required in conventional shared-
memory systems. Unfortunately, although the hardware may be conceptually sim-
pler, there are other hardware tradeoffs associated with the simplicity. For example,
performing a global broadcast consumes more power than individual point-to-point
transfers. Also, broadcasts are inherently not scalable. Thus TCC may only be
practical for small SMP systems and not well suited for large scale multiprocessor
machines.
In TLS, SLE/TLR, and TCC, transactions are not limited by the size of a hard-
ware buffer. In all of these schemes, however, the size limitation is overcome by al-
lowing the overflowing transaction to become non-speculative. In TLS, the oversized
thread simply waits until its timestamp is the smallest in the system. In SLE/TLR,
the system simply falls back to locks. In TCC, the oversized thread simply locks the
broadcast bus until transaction commit. Although these approaches solve the prob-
lem, they effectively halt the rest of the system. Since the oversized transaction is
non-speculative, it cannot be aborted. Therefore, all other speculative threads cannot
commit until the overflowing transaction finishes. Such a mechanism can drastically
decrease performance.
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All previous hardware designs have one clear advantage over all software designs.
Hardware is simply faster than software and thus the hardware systems have much
lower performance overhead than software systems. Unfortunately, all previous hard-
ware designs are limited in one way or another that prevents them from being truly
practical systems.
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Chapter 4
The UTM Design
UTM is a hardware transactional memory design where the transaction size is not
bounded by a specialized hardware buffer such as a cache. As in previous hardware
transactional memory systems, UTM uses the cache to store speculative state and
uses the cache coherency protocol to detect conflicting transactions. Unlike previous
hardware systems, UTM allows the speculative state to overflow from the cache into
main memory, thereby allowing the transaction to grow beyond the size limitation of
the cache. The clean semantics of UTM allow nested transaction support, nontrans-
actional instructions, immediate aborts, a processor snapshot, and context-switching
support; all features not found in previous hardware transactional systems.
In this chapter, I describe these UTM features in detail. In Sections 4.1 and 4.2, I
give an overview of the design and present the transaction semantics. In Sections 4.3
and 4.4, I present how UTM stores transactional data in the cache and main memory
with only minor hardware modifications. In Sections 4.5 and 4.6, I describe how UTM
detects conflicts and rolls back register state when one is detected. In Section 4.7,
I describe how UTM handles nontransactional instructions to support logging and
debugging. In Section 4.8, I outline UTM's context-switch mechanism that leverages
the overflow hardware.
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4.1 Design overview
The goal in UTM is to achieve unbounded transaction with low performance and
implementation overhead. This goal is reflected throughout the UTM design. UTM
only requires changes to the cache and processor core. The network, cache-coherency
protocol, and directory controllers are not modified. UTM uses the cache, as in
previous designs, to achieve low performance overhead in the common case. UTM,
however, is a significant extension of the previous hardware transaction designs. In
this section, I present an overview of the UTM design focusing on its advances over
previous hardware transaction designs.
Like the previous designs by Herlihy and Moss [22,23] and Knight [26,27], UTM
primarily uses the cache to store speculative transactional data. Unlike their designs,
UTM allows transactional data to overflow from the cache into a hash table in main
memory. Therefore, UTM does not suffer from any size limitations. UTM augments
the processor cache with less than 2 bits per cache line to keep track of transactional
data and overflows.
At the ISA level, UTM differs from previous hardware designs since UTM supports
transaction nesting and nontransactional instructions. UTM allows transactions to
be nested by subsuming all nested transactions into the outermost transaction. This
feature is achieved by simply adding a hardware counter to track the nesting depth.
UTM also supports nontransactional memory instructions for debugging and logging
during transaction execution.
The semantics of UTM also differ slightly from previous designs. UTM supports
immediate aborts as opposed to a branch-on-abort type instruction as in the Her-
lihy and Moss design. UTM transactions are aborted immediately once a conflict
is detected. The UTM hardware immediately rolls back all changes to the memory
system and the processor's register state. There is a register snapshot mechanism
that records the architectural state of the processor at the start of each transaction.
The UTM snapshot mechanism uses much of the branch prediction hardware already
in modern microprocessors. If the transaction commits, the snapshot is discarded.
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Otherwise, when the transaction aborts, the snapshot is restored and the processor
jumps immediately to the abort handler much like jumping to an exception handler.
UTM also supports context-switches during transaction execution. The running
transaction is suspended on a context-switch. All transactional data in the cache is
pushed out to a data structure in main memory. When the thread is switched back
in, the transaction is resumed by repopulating the cache with the transactional data.
UTM is designed for an out-of-order superscalar processor in a multiprocessor en-
vironment where cache-coherency is handled using a directory-based protocol. The
simulation of UTM presented in this thesis uses the MIPS R10000 [37, 55] proces-
sor and a non-uniform memory access (NUMA) network similar to the SGI Ori-
gin 2000/3000 [34] as the baseline. The design, however, is flexible enough to be
adopted in any out-of-order superscalar processor that uses an invalidation-based
cache-coherency protocol.
4.2 ISA modifications
UTM provides the unbounded transaction primitive to the programmer through the
processor ISA. UTM requires only minor changes to the ISA to accommodate easy
integration into existing systems. The minor modifications, however, allow nested
transactions, immediate aborts, and nontransactional instructions.
In this section, I describe the UTM semantics and the required ISA modifications.
UTM adds the following basic instructions to the MIPS instruction set [38]:
xBEGIN pc: Marks the start of a transaction. The pc argument is the PC-relative
address of the abort handler.
xEND: Marks the end of a transaction.
All instructions executed between the xBEGIN and xEND are considered part of the
transaction. Semantically, the xBEGIN instruction can be viewed as a branch that
jumps to the abort handler (pc) if the transaction cannot run atomically. Otherwise,
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execution falls through to the first instruction in the transaction and always runs to
the end of the transaction.
UTM also requires other additions to the processor ISA. This section only focuses
on the most important instructions xBEGIN and xEND. The other instructions will be
described as needed in other sections.
UTM supports properly nested transactions by subsuming all nested transactions
into the outermost transaction. The xBEGIN and xEND instructions forming the inner
nested transactions are effectively ignored. Only properly nested transactions are
supported so an exception is signaled if improper nesting is detected.
Normal nontransactional loads and stores that occur outside transaction bound-
aries are treated as single-instruction transactions that cannot be aborted. Therefore,
normal nontransactional memory operations always complete, even if doing so aborts
a conflicting transaction.
UTM also supports nontransactional memory operations within a running trans-
action. Performing nontransactional operations within a transaction is necessary for
tasks such as writing debugging information or logging transaction activity. Non-
transactional semantics are described in Section 4.7.
Design rationale
UTM semantics support transactional procedure calls naturally. If a procedure is
called within a transaction, it is desirable treat the procedure as part of the trans-
action. The xBEGIN and xEND behavior support these semantics automatically since
all instructions (even procedure calls) executed between the xBEGIN and xEND are
treated as part of the transaction. Some previous hardware designs, such as Herlihy
and Moss's system, used special transactional load and store instructions. As a result,
two versions of every procedure must be compiler: a transactional version and a non-
transactional version. The choice of which to use depends on whether the procedure is
called from within a transaction. Since some codes such as legacy libraries cannot be
recompiled, such a requirement complicates the integration of transactional memory
into existing systems.
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UTM nesting semantics also simplifies procedure calls from within a transaction. If
transaction nesting was not supported, the programmer or the compiler needs to know
if the called procedure actually uses transactions or not. Since this information is
often difficult to obtain or even unavailable until runtime, UTM must support nested
transactions. There are several ways to handle nested transactions however. The
UTM approach of subsuming properly nested transactions is one of the simplest. Since
UTM is not designed to provide general database-like transactions, simply subsuming
nested transactions is sufficient.
The xBEGIN branch-like semantics are clean and easy to use. Some previous hard-
ware designs, such as Herlihy and Moss's system, use branch-on-abort type instruc-
tions that are inserted throughout each transaction by the programmer. The branch-
on-abort instruction branches to an abort handler address if the running transaction
has been aborted. Such an approach, however, is difficult to use since it relies on the
programmer to periodically check whether an abort has occurred. Since the memory
system rolls back all transactional changes immediately after an abort, a transaction
executing after the abort can read inconsistent data. Thus, the program can behave
unexpectedly. For example, an infinite loop may occur before the program reaches a
branch-on-abort instruction. UTM semantics avoid such situations altogether since
the processor jumps directly to the abort handler immediately after the abort.
To provide sensible semantics for the immediate abort, UTM requires more hard-
ware modifications. UTM needs to take a hardware snapshot of the processor's reg-
ister state so that it can be restored on abort. The branch-on-abort approach does
not require a hardware snapshot since the register state can be restored by software.
Since the transaction can only enter the abort handler from one of a few branch-on-
abort locations, the registers can only be in one of a few states after the abort. In
theory, the abort handler software can then restore the registers.
Lastly, treating all normal nontransactional memory operations as small un-abortable
transactions simplifies integration into existing systems. These semantics are natural
and easy to understand since they are the same as the semantics of a normal nontrans-
actional system. As in a normal system, memory operations not within a transaction
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Figure 4-1: Speculative transactional storage in cache. The cache is the primary storage
for speculative transactional data. Two ways of an N-way set-associative cache is shown.
The T bit indicates if the cache line contains transactional data. The 0 bit indicates if the
cache set has overflowed.
always affect the contents of main memory. All conflicting transactions are simply
aborted. Therefore, transactional code can seamlessly operate alongside nontrans-
actional code such as legacy libraries. Transactional applications can therefore be
integrated into existing systems with low risk.
4.3 Transactional state in cache
UTM uses the cache as the primary storage space for speculative transactional data
during transaction execution. As in previous designs, the cache allows for a straight-
forward implementation that has low performance overhead. In this section, I describe
the necessary modifications to the cache.
While the cache holds the speculative data, the previous consistent data always
remains in main memory. Speculative transactional updates are only performed on
cache data. Speculative transactional data is only permitted to leave the cache after
commit, thereby making all changes globally visible. Previous hardware transactional
memory designs use the cache similarly.
Storing transactional data in the cache requires only minor modifications as shown
in Figure 4-1. UTM assumes a set-associative cache that is common in modern
processors. One transaction (T) bit per cache line is added to indicate if the cache
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line contains transactional data. One overflow (0) bit per cache set is added to
indicate if the cache set has overflowed. These bits represent the transactional state
in the cache. This section focuses on the transaction bits. Overflows are discussed in
detail in Section 4.4.
At instruction decode, memory instructions are tagged as transactional if they are
decoded between the outermost xBEGIN and xEND instructions. The nesting depth is
tracked by an internal hardware counter which is initialized to zero when not in a
transaction. The hardware counter is incremented and decremented on xBEGIN and
xEND decode respectively. If the nesting level is greater than zero when a memory
instruction is decoded, the instruction is tagged as transactional.
When a transactional memory operation hits in the cache, the target line is marked
transactional by setting the T bit. If it misses in the cache, the target line is brought
into the cache as in a normal memory operation, and then marked transactional. If
a transactional store request hits a nontransactional modified cache line, the cache
writes the old data back to main memory. The write-back is required to keep the
non-speculative consistent value in memory so that speculative transactional changes
can be rolled-back.
UTM stores transactional state in the outermost largest level of cache. In the
MIPS R10000, transactional data is stored in L2 since it is the largest outermost
cache. The Li cache obeys the inclusion property so Li data is always a subset of L2
data. UTM's transactional state obeys the inclusion property as well. Therefore, the
Li cache also contains transaction bits but they are simply a subset of those in the
L2 cache.
The MIPS R10000 processor, like most speculative out-of-order processors, often
speculatively issue memory load requests. For example, a load after an unresolved
predicted branch is issued to the cache once the address is calculated. At that time,
however, the load instruction is still speculative and thus may not even graduate from
the processor pipeline. For example, if the branch is mispredicted, the load is flushed
along with the rest of the instruction pipeline. Thus, some of the data brought into
the cache may not be associated with any of the perceived graduated instructions.
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Although the processor issues speculative load requests, UTM only stores trans-
actional state for graduated instructions. Speculative loads cannot change the trans-
actional state of the cache. Therefore, on a speculative load, the data is returned as
normal but the transactional state is not affected. An additional request is sent to the
cache when the transactional load graduates. When the non-speculative request hits
in the cache, the target cache line is marked transactional. Although the additional
request adds cache traffic, the effect is minimal since no data is returned.
An additional store request is not necessary since out-of-order processors like
the MIPS R10000 generally do not speculatively issue store requests. Instead, store
requests are only issued at instruction graduation when the instruction is no longer
speculative. Therefore, when a transactional store request hits in the cache, the target
cache line is marked transactional immediately. Some processors, however, issue store
prefetches once the store address has been calculated. The prefetch simply brings
the target line into the cache but leaves the data unchanged. Like speculative load
requests, these prefetches do not affect the transactional state in the cache.
After a cache line is marked transactional, it remains transactional until the trans-
action commits. In the absence of overflows, simply clearing all the T bits commits
the transaction. Clearing the T bits makes the once transactional cache lines visible
in global memory since future cache interventions will cause the new values to be
written back to memory. Transaction commit takes only one clock cycle since the T
bits can be flashed cleared.
Design rationale
The cache is used as the primary storage for transactional data since it introduces
low performance overhead and requires only minimal changes to existing hardware.
As shown in the Herlihy and Moss design, using the cache in this manner results
in negligible performance overhead. This low overhead is expected since the cache
mechanism does not fundamentally affect the processor pipeline or other hardware
components in the critical execution path. The code is simply executed normally
except transactional operations mark the cache.
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Using one bit per cache line and one bit per cache set does not add much hardware
overhead. In the MIPS R10000 with 128 byte cache lines, the overhead is less than
1.3% additional bits per cache line. There is also the added complexity associated with
the ability to flash clear transactional bits in one cycle. Fortunately, these operations
can be achieved by using additional global bit-lines connected to the modified SRAM
cells used to store the state bits.
Issuing each transactional load twice generates higher cache traffic. The second
request, however, is necessary since the UTM cache cannot store transactional state
for instructions before graduation. Alternatively, speculative instructions could be
allowed to mark the cache. Unfortunately, this alternative requires more complicated
hardware since the cache must be unmarked if the speculative instruction does not
graduate. Therefore, UTM issues transactional loads twice to simplify cache modifi-
cations. Further, as shown by results in Section 5.2 the additional cache traffic should
not decrease performance drastically since no return data is required.
4.4 Transactional state in main memory
UTM overflows transactional data into a hash table in main memory if the cache limit
is reached. Unlike previous systems which only used the cache to store transactional
data, UTM allows transactions to grow effectively without bound. Since the hash
table is in main memory, UTM incurs an additional performance overhead. The
performance loss, however, is reduced significantly since all operations on the hash
table take constant time. In this section, I describe the overflow hash table in detail.
The hash table in main memory is set up by the operating system but maintained
by hardware. From the cache-coherency point of view, the hash table extends the
cache. Although using main memory in this manner can potentially be slow, the
overflow hash table will only be used rarely. In the common case, transactions fit in
the cache and do not require overflow. Therefore, a slight performance decrease is
acceptable since it can be efficiently amortized over the fast common case.
When the cache is about to evict a transactional cache line for capacity reasons,
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Figure 4-2: Speculative transactional storage in cache and main memory. The cache is
the primary storage for speculative transactional data. When the cache is full, however,
transactional data is overflowed into a data structure in uncached main memory. The
overflow (0) bits indicate which cache sets have overflowed.
the overflowing cache set is marked as overflowed by setting the 0 bit. Then the
evicted cache line is added to the overflow hash table as shown in Figure 4-2. To
ensure that overflows only occur when necessary, the cache replacement policy is
changed to evict nontransactional cache lines before transactional cache lines in all
cases.
When a processor or network request misses in the cache but indexes into an
overflowed cache set, the overflow hash table is searched for the requested line. If the
line is found, it is swapped with another line in the cache according to the replacement
policy, and the request is handled as a cache hit. If the requested line is not found,
the request is handled as a cache miss.
The transactional data contained within the overflow hash table must be made
globally visible when the transaction commits. To accomplish this task, each modified
transactional line in the overflow hash table is written back to main memory. In
addition, the overflow bits in the cache are also cleared.
Since overflow operations can take much longer than operations on the cache,
incoming cache requests are stalled during overflow handling. Stalling incoming re-
quests is necessary when the overflow data structure is searched and when it is being
written to memory on commit. To stall network requests, UTM uses a negative-
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Figure 4-3: Overflow handler interface to cache and memory. There is one overflow handler
per processor in the node. Only two processors are shown. The overflow handler shares
the same connection to memory as the cache. Through the hub, the overflow handler has
access to the local DRAM as well as the distributed memory through the network.
acknowledgement (NACK) network protocol. Incoming network requests are queued
as normal but the queue is not serviced when handling overflow. When the queue is
full, a NACK is sent to the requestor. Similarly, to stall processor requests, UTM sim-
ply allows the memory request queue to fill up. Once the queue is full, the processor
pipeline will stall.
The hash table is maintained by the overflow handler hardware which shares the
cache's connection to memory as shown in Figure 4-3. In the SGI Origin architecture,
there may be several processors per node. Each processor has a cache and an overflow
handler which both communicate with the hub. The hub services memory requests
for local and remote memory. The overflow handler resides between the cache and
the hub allowing it to directly access the entire memory address space. Since the
overflow handler is after the cache, the overflow hash table resides in a region of
uncached main memory. Also, since the interface is after virtual address translation,
all memory addresses used by the overflow handler are physical addresses.
The UTM overflow hash table uses the low order bits of the address as an index
like a direct-mapped cache as shown in Figure 4-4. Conflicts are resolved using linear
probing [5, sec. 11.4]. Each element in the hash table contains all the necessary
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Figure 4-4: Overflow hash table function and data structure. There are four internal
registers: base, size, head, and tail. Each line in the hash table has 5 fields: v, tag,
state, data, and ptr. The length of each line (all 5 fields) is 11 and is fixed based on the
architecture. The linked list of elements does not necessarily only progress in one direction.
It is only drawn that way for clarity.
information to reconstruct the cache line. Each element contains the address tag,
cache line state, and data. In addition, to support faster traversal on transaction
commit, each element also contains a valid bit and a pointer. The valid bit specifies
whether the element needs to be written back to main memory on commit. The
pointer indicates the next element in a linked list of all the overflowed elements. Each
time a line is added to the hash table, it is added to the linked list. When the
hash table is written back to main memory on commit, the overflow handler simply
traverses the linked list and writes back each element in turn. When an element is
swapped out of the hash table, it is simply marked invalid and not written back on
commit.
The overflow handler has four internal registers. There are two visible registers:
base and size. The base register contains a pointer to the start of the hash table
data. The size register contains the total number of lines the hash table can hold.
These registers are accessible via special instructions in the ISA. The details of these
instructions will not be discussed since they can be implemented in several different
ways. The operating system can change these registers when setting up the overflow
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hash table. The overflow handler also has two internal registers: head and tail.
These registers contain pointers to the head and tail of the linked list respectively.
Since the number of elements in the hash table is restricted by the size register,
the hash table can fill up before the transaction commits. In such a case, the trans-
action must be aborted. The operating system is informed and can increase the hash
table size before retrying the transaction.
Design Rationale
A hash table is used to store overflowed data since it is efficient and can be imple-
mented easily in hardware. In the common case, an insertion or search only requires
constant time. Since the hash table is in main memory, the access time is much
greater than that of cache but it does not grow with the size of the transaction. The
constant access time is important since the UTM design relies on the ability to effi-
ciently amortize this high overhead over the common cache access time. If the access
time were not constant, the overhead may grow so high that overall performance is
decreased dramatically. In fact, UTM was first implemented with an overflow data
structure with access time that grows linearly with the size of the transaction. The
linear data structure led to a drastic performance decrease. That design alternative
is discussed in detail in Section 6.2.
To further optimize overflow handling, the hash table elements are part of a linked
list. The linked list ensures that the commit time of a transaction is linearly propor-
tional to the number of overflowed cache lines. Hash tables do not inherently support
linear time traversal of all elements. Therefore, it is necessary to augment the hash
table. Without a linked list, UTM must traverse every slot in the hash table, even
the empty slots. Since the hash table can be large and overflows are rare, such an
approach is highly inefficient.
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4.5 Conflict detection
UTM detects conflicts between transactions using the cache-coherency mechanism.
As in previous designs, UTM leverages the cache-coherency protocol's invalidation
mechanism to detect conflicts without any modifications to the protocol. If an incom-
ing cache intervention hits a transactional line either in the cache or in the overflow
hash table, a conflict is signaled. In this section, I describe the conflict detection
mechanism.
In a modern processor, an instruction takes many cycles to reach the cache after
it graduates. The target cache line, however, is effectively part of the transaction
immediately after instruction graduation. Therefore, to correctly detect all conflicts,
it is insufficient to check only the cache for the target line of an intervention. All
request queues between the processor core and the cache must also snooped on inter-
ventions. If an intervention hits a transactional memory operation in transit to the
cache, an abort is also required. Fortunately, processors such as the MIPS R10000
already perform a similar check to maintain sequential consistency.
Similarly, if a transaction commit request is in transit to the cache, the xEND in-
struction has already graduated. Therefore, the transaction can no longer be aborted.
In that case, all interventions hitting a transactional cache line must be stalled until
the transactional commit reaches the cache. Therefore, UTM must check all request
queues for a commit request before an abort is signaled.
If the transaction aborts, all transactional cache lines are invalidated. The cache
intervention causing the abort still needs a reply. Since the transactional data cannot
be made globally visible, a reply is sent back indicating that the line was not found.
The same reply is sent for interventions for silently dropped lines. Once the reply
is received by the requestor, the requestor simply reads the line from main memory,
thereby retrieving the most up-to-date consistent value. Therefore, from the global
memory system, it appears as if the transaction did not occur.
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Design rationale
The UTM abort policy integrates well with the cache-coherency protocol and non-
transactional semantics. Normal nontransactional instructions cause a cache inter-
vention if the target line is not in the appropriate state in the cache. If the cache line
is part of a transaction, the transaction will receive the intervention and will abort.
This behavior precisely matches UTM semantics since nontransactional instructions
cannot be aborted.
Using the cache-coherency protocol to detect conflicts allows multiple transactions
to read a single memory location without aborting one another. Each processor has
the cache line in the shared state and no intervention messages are sent. Allowing
multiple transactional readers is desirable since there is no inherent conflict when
multiple transactions are only reading. Moreover, often a shared variable, such as the
head pointer of a linked-list, is read by many processors but rarely written.
The cache-coherency protocol is used in previous hardware designs because cache
intervention messages correspond exactly to transactional conflicts. To understand
this relationship, consider the following three cases.
1. Processor A transactionally writes X. Then processor B reads X.
2. Processor A transactionally writes X. Then processor B writes X.
3. Processor A transactionally reads X. Then processor B writes X.
If the underlying transactional memory system can only support one transactional
writer or multiple transactional readers at once, as in UTM, these three cases represent
all possible conflicts that can occur. Conveniently, in all three cases, the cache-
coherency protocol sends an intervention message to processor A immediately when
processor B makes the memory request. In the first and second case, the intervention
retrieves and invalidates the modified cache line on processor A. In the third case,
the intervention invalidates the cache line on processor A. Once processor A receives
the intervention, the transaction aborts. Therefore, the cache-coherency mechanism
detects all possible conflicts.
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This conflict detection only works for systems that support one transactional
writer or multiple transactional readers at once. Such a system, however, is conser-
vative. In theory, a transactional memory system can allow many concurrent trans-
actional readers and writers as long as the underlying system ensures that all data
is consistent. In fact, multi-version databases allow this type of concurrency. Unfor-
tunately, the necessary bookkeeping would incur impractically high performance and
implementation overheads.
4.6 Processor snapshot
The xBEGIN instruction behaves like a branch that either jumps to the abort handler,
when a conflict occurs, or falls through to the rest of the transaction, when atomicity
is guaranteed. Therefore, UTM takes a snapshot of the register state at the xBEGIN
and restores it if the transaction aborts. The register snapshot requires only minor
changes to the processor core. In this section, I describe the necessary modifications.
The register snapshot mechanism requires only minimal changes to the processor
core since much of the existing out-of-order and branch-prediction hardware can be
used. As shown in Figure 4-5, an additional S (save) bit vector is added to the physical
register file. There is one S bit per physical register. Also, one snapshot of the S vector
per rename table snapshot is added. Lastly, an additional Register Reserved List
FIFO is added to store otherwise free physical registers during transaction execution.
The active S vector tracks the active physical registers. Active physical registers
are those that are in the active rename table. Therefore, when a rename table entry
changes at instruction decode, the newly mapped physical register is marked in the
active S vector and the previous physical register is unmarked. Thus, the S vector
tracks the physical registers corresponding to the architectural registers visible to the
programmer.
When the outermost xBEGIN is decoded, snapshots of the active S vector and ac-
tive rename table are taken and stored away. At this point, the transaction has not
actually started since the xBEGIN has not graduated. The xBEGIN may be a specula-
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Figure 4-5: Architectural register snapshot mechanism. Physical registers that need to
be saved are marked in the transactional S (save) vector. The transactional rename table
is the register mapping for the saved registers. The last physical register (LPR) from the
reorder buffer is normally freed. Saved physical registers, however, are not freed until after
the transaction commits. Before transaction commit, otherwise free registers are added to
the Register Reserved List. After transaction commit, the Register Reserved List is drained
lazily into the Register Free List.
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tive instruction after an unresolved predicted branch for example. All transactional
memory operations are made visible only on instruction graduation. Therefore, if the
xBEGIN is flushed from the pipeline for any reason before graduation, the associated
rename table and S vector snapshot are freed as well. When the outermost xBEGIN
graduates, however, the associated S vector and rename table snapshot are saved as
transactional. The abort handler address is also set when the xBEGIN graduates.
After the S vector and rename table snapshot are saved as transactional, they
are not freed until the transaction either commits or aborts. Before that point, the
transactional S vector ensures that none of the saved registers are freed. After xBEGIN
graduation, if a physical register marked in the transactional S vector is about to be
freed, the register is added into the Register Reserved List instead of the Register
Free List. If the freed register is not marked in the transactional S vector, it is simply
added to the Register Free List as usual. Since new physical registers are only taken
from the Register Free List, saved registers can not be overwritten. Therefore, this
mechanism effectively snapshots the architectural register state.
When an abort occurs, the transactional rename table and S vector are restored
as active. Since the saved physical registers have not been overwritten, restoring
the rename table effectively restores the saved architectural register state. After the
registers are restored, the Register Reserved List is cleared. The Register Free List is
restored by rolling back the reorder buffer as on an exception.
The transaction commits if the xEND instruction reaches instruction graduation
before an abort occurs. When the xEND graduates, a commit request is sent to the
cache instructing it to commit the transactional state. Then the transactional S
vector and rename table are released. Lastly, the state of the Register Reserved List
is changed so that it can be lazily drained into the Register Free List.
To drain the Register Reserved List lazily, some additions are made to the FIFO.
A bit is added to each entry of the Register Reserved List to indicate whether the
entry can be freed. When xEND graduates, all transactional entries in the Register
Reserved List are set to be freed. In the MIPS R10000 processors, 4 instructions
can graduate per cycle. Therefore, the Register Free List has 4 write ports. In most
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cycles, however, less than 4 instructions actually graduate, leaving a few free write
ports. Free registers are lazily drained into the Register Reserved List using these
free writes ports on each cycle so that performance will not be affected.
In theory, the additions mentioned thus far are sufficient to support register snap-
shots in the processor core. In practice, however, two additional modifications are
necessary to sustain high performance during transaction execution. Firstly, since the
rename table snapshots are normally used for branch prediction, each time an xBEGIN
is decoded, one less branch can be predicted. The number of predicted branches and
decoded xBEGINs in flight must sum to less than the total number of snapshots. There-
fore, the depth of speculation may be reduced significantly if additional snapshots are
not added. Secondly, since the physical register file is used for the transactional snap-
shot, the out-of-order renaming mechanism has fewer physical registers to use during
transaction execution. Therefore, the amount of register renaming may be reduced if
more physical registers are not added.
To solve these two issues in UTM, an additional rename table snapshot is added,
and an additional 32 integer and 32 floating point physical registers are added. One
rename table snapshot was added to keep the depth of branch prediction the same
as before while accommodating the outermost xBEGIN instruction. The additional
registers are added to accommodate the 32 integer and 32 floating point architectural
registers in the MIPS ISA.
4.7 Nontransactional instructions
Nontransactional instructions are necessary within a transaction to accomplish un-
common but necessary tasks such as logging or debugging. Since all transactional
memory updates are unrolled on an abort, allowing information to escape an aborted
transaction is only possible with nontransactional instructions. Fortunately, non-
transactional instructions can be implemented with negligible hardware change. The
resulting semantics, however, are awkward since it exposes the cache line size. In this
section, I describe nontransactional semantics and its implementation. I argue that
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xBEGIN;
Op1();
AppendToLog("Finished Opt");
Op2 ();
AppendToLog("Finished Op2 ");
Op3 ();
xEND;
Figure 4-6: A nontransactional logging example. After each operation in the transaction,
the transaction writes a progress indicator to a log data structure.
the awkward semantics are acceptable since nontransactional instructions are rare.
In most cases, all memory operations within a transaction are transactional. In
some special cases, however, nontransactional memory operations are necessary within
a transaction. Nontransactional instructions are memory operations that escape the
transaction and affect the global memory system immediately whether the transaction
aborts or not. Such nontransactional memory operations are necessary for tasks
such as logging or debugging during transaction execution. For example, it may be
desirable to log the progress of a long transaction for debugging or performance-tuning
purposes, as shown in Figure 4-6. Without the ability to execute nontransactional
operations, performing such activities would not be possible.
In UTM, the approach to nontransactional instructions is similar to that of trans-
actional instructions. The following additional instructions are added to the ISA:
nxBEGIN: Marks the start of a nontransactional block.
nxEND: Marks the end of a nontransactional block.
All instructions executed between the nxBEGIN and nxEND are nontransactional.
Since the underlying mechanism uses cache lines to store transactional state, the
granularity of the nontransactional memory operations is limited to the cache line.
Therefore, nontransactional memory operations cannot write to cache lines previously
accessed by the running transaction since they may contain uncommitted data. If a
nontransactional store hits a transactional cache line, the transaction is aborted with
an exception indicating the problem.
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Nontransactional operations can read transactional data. Reading transactional
data is necessary to transfer data from the transaction to the nontransactional region.
For example, the nontransactional region may need to log the contents of a transac-
tional data structure for debugging purposes. In that case, the nontransactional code
must read memory written by the uncommitted transaction. For this reason, when
a nontransactional load hits a transactional cache line, the data is returned normally
leaving the cache state unchanged.
In all other cases, nontransactional memory operations are treated exactly like
normal memory operations not executing within a transaction. Nontransactional
instructions flow through the processor pipeline normally, and do not mark the cache
in any way.
Design rationale
UTM nontransactional semantics support procedure calls in the same way as xBEGIN
and xEND. The semantics also require fewer modifications to the instruction set than
adding nontransactional versions of every memory operation.
Unfortunately, nontransactional instructions have several awkward restrictions
since they operate at a cache line granularity. The programmer must ensure that
nontransactional writes do not hit transactional cache lines. This restriction com-
plicates portable programming significantly but allows a simple implementation. No
changes to the processor, cache, and memory system are necessary.
Although the semantics are awkward, UTM's nontransactional semantics seem
to be sufficient since nontransactional instructions are expected to be rare. Better
semantics can be achieved by modifying the cache-coherency protocol, network mes-
sages, and directory controllers as shown in Section 6.4. The high implementation
overhead, however, does not seem justified since nontransactional instructions are
used only for rare tasks such as debugging and logging.
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4.8 Context-switch support
Since large transactions inherently take longer to run, they are more likely to be in-
terrupted by context switches. To avoid unnecessary aborts, UTM supports context-
switches during transaction execution by suspending the running transaction. When
the thread containing the transaction is switched back, UTM resumes the transac-
tion. Transactions are suspended and resumed using the overflow mechanism already
implemented. Therefore, context-switch support requires only minor hardware mod-
ifications. Unfortunately, resulting implementation has high performance overhead.
In this section, I outline UTM's context-switch support and its implementation. I
argue that the high overhead is acceptable since context-switches are rare. In case
where they are not rare, however, I also present some optimizations which require
more hardware modification.
The UTM context-switch mechanism leverages the overflow hash table mechanism.
When a transaction is suspended, all the transactional data in the cache is pushed
into the overflow hash table. All transactional data is cleared and invalidated in the
cache, as on an abort. Then, the thread is switched out and a new thread is switched
in.
The new thread may also run transactions. These new transactions have their
own overflow hash tables. Since the suspended transactional data was flushed from
the cache, the new transaction can use the cache as usual to store transactional
data. Since the suspended transaction has not committed, another processor or even
the running thread may conflict with it. To detect these conflicts, UTM performs
additional checks of the suspended transactions. All checks are performed by the
overflow handler.
On a context-switch, UTM writes all the data necessary to restore the transaction
to a suspend data structure as shown in Figure 4-7. The suspend data structure
contains the overflow hash table. The cache flushes all transactional data into the
overflow hash table of the suspend data structure. The overflow handler hardware
performs this flush without any software support. As in normal overflow handling,
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Figure 4-7: Context-switch mechanism. The overflow handler contains a register strans
that points to the suspended transactions list containing the addresses of all the suspend
data structures. On a context-switch, the overflow handler's internal register values are
inserted into the suspended transaction linked list. Then, all transactional data in the
cache is pushed into the suspend data structure. Lastly, the register snapshot and abort
handler address are also written to the suspend data structure. Only one way of the set
associative cache is shown.
the cache stalls all external cache interventions until the entire transaction has been
pushed out.
To enable transaction restore, the overflow handler also writes the register snap-
shot and the address of the abort handler to the suspend data structure. Special
instructions in the ISA accomplish this functionality. These instructions give the
programmer access to the register snapshot and abort handler address. These in-
structions are not described in detail since they can be implemented in several ways
and their performance is not crucial to the design.
When UTM suspends a transaction, the cache clears all the transactional bits
and invalidates all the exclusive transactional lines as on an abort. Then, UTM adds
the address of the suspend data structure to the processor's suspended transactions
list. The suspended transactions list is a doubly linked list in main memory and is
maintained by hardware. UTM writes the overflow handler's registers to the linked
list entry and stores the head of the list in the strans register.
The overflow handler hardware searches all suspended transactions by traversing
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the suspended transaction linked list, and searching each transaction's hash table for
the requested line in turn. Transactions marked aborted in the suspended transactions
list are not searched. The suspended transactions are searched on each potentially
conflicting request from the processor or the network. If UTM finds a suspended trans-
action in a conflicting state, it aborts the suspended transaction by simply marking
the abort flag in the linked list entry. UTM does not check suspended transactions
that are marked aborted.
A cache intervention causes a suspended transaction search only when the inter-
vention hits a shared cache line or when it misses the running transaction. A request
misses the running transaction when it misses in the cache and is not found in the
running transaction's overflow hash table. If UTM finds the requested line in a sus-
pended transaction, it aborts the suspended transaction. The abort is necessary since
the cache intervention indicates a conflict as in normal transactions.
A processor request causes a suspended transaction search only when the request
misses the running transaction or requires a cache state upgrade. The search is neces-
sary to detect conflicts between the running thread and the suspended transactions.
If the memory request is a read and a suspended transaction has the line in the mod-
ified state, UTM aborts the suspended transaction. If the memory request is a write
and a suspended transaction has the line, UTM aborts the suspended transaction.
When a suspended transaction resumes, the overflow handler first checks if it has
been aborted. If the transaction is not aborted, UTM writes the register snapshot
and the abort handler address back into the processor. Additional instructions in
the ISA accomplish this functionality. Again, the details of these instructions are not
discussed. Then, UTM restores the overflow handler registers and the cache data. To
restore the cache data, UTM traverses the hash table, writing back each transactional
cache line. If a line does not fit in the cache, UTM marks the overflow bit in the target
cache set. Lastly, UTM removes the transaction entry in the suspended transactions
list and the processor restores the active registers using the normal context-switch
mechanism. The processor then continues execution of the transaction.
If the resumed suspended transaction is aborted, the processor simply restores the
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register snapshot from the suspend data structure and jumps to the abort handler.
UTM discards the overflow hash table but leaves the cache unaffected. Then the
processor simply executes the abort handler code.
Design rationale
The UTM context-switch mechanism suffers from two main sources of performance
overhead. A performance loss is incurred when UTM searches the suspended trans-
actions. Another performance loss is incurred when UTM suspends or resumes
transaction. Fortunately, UTM can search the suspended transactions in the back-
ground. Also, transaction suspend and resume are infrequent. Therefore, the context-
switching mechanism can have low overall performance overhead.
UTM can search the suspended transactions in the background since the search
result is not immediately needed. A suspended transaction search can only result in
aborted suspended transactions. Therefore, for both cache interventions and proces-
sor requests, a reply can be made before the suspended transaction search completes.
For example, if a cache intervention misses in the cache and triggers a suspended
transaction search, the processor always replies as if the line was silently dropped.
This reply is sent back even if the line is eventually found in a suspended transaction.
Performing suspended transaction searches in the background requires some ad-
ditional hardware. The overflow handler needs the ability to queue up requests and
perhaps even perform multiple outstanding searches. The background search, how-
ever, will use some memory bandwidth. Since the search can be performed lazily
with lower priority than normal memory requests, the bandwidth overhead can be
reduced. Since the hardware needed is not overly complicated, it is reasonable to as-
sume that suspended transaction searches will not increase memory request latency
significantly.
The high performance overhead associated with suspending and resuming trans-
actions, however, cannot be hidden in the background. For both suspend and resume,
the overflow handler needs to access every transactional cache line in the cache. In
large transactions, which are most likely to be interrupted by a context-switch, most
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or all of the cache may be transactional. Therefore, in a modern processor with a
cache size of several megabytes, the performance overhead may be high. Fortunately,
most transactions are short so suspended transactions are unlikely.
If necessary, however, the high overhead associated with suspending and resum-
ing transactions can be alleviated with some additional cache modifications. In the
remainder of this section, I describe some optimizations that speedup transaction
suspend and resume.
Optimizing context-switches
The overhead associated with suspending and resuming a transaction can be reduced
with two optimizations. In the first optimization, the transactional data repopulates
the cache lazily. In the second optimization, the cache tracks multiple transactions.
The first optimization repopulates the cache lazily. On transaction resume, instead
of writing every transactional cache line back into the cache, the cache brings the lines
in only when necessary. This lazy repopulation can be achieved using the overflow
mechanism already in place. When a transaction is resumed, it marks the overflow
bits for every cache set originally containing transactional data. The actual data is
not actually brought into the cache at that point. Instead, all the data remains in the
overflow hash table until the processor requests it. At that time, the request misses
in the cache but hits a set with the overflow bit marked. Then, the normal overflow
mechanism searches the overflow hash table and brings the target line into the cache.
Lazy cache repopulation does not incur an immediate high performance overhead
every time a transaction is resumed. Instead, the overhead is incurred only when
necessary. After normal context-switches, most memory operations miss in the cache,
resulting in a period of time where the cache is warmed up. During the cache warm
up period, the cache retrieves data from main memory on every cache miss. A similar
warm up period exists for lazy cache repopulation.
Using the overflow bit for lazy cache repopulation is convenient but has one draw-
back. Cache sets that did not originally overflow are marked as overflowed after the
thread is switched back. As a result, unnecessary hash table searches may be invoked.
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Way 0 Way 1
0 bits T bits T bits
01.67 1 .67 tag state data 01 .67 tag state data
Figure 4-8: Cache modifications for optimized context-switches. An addition overflow (0)
bit and transaction (T) bit is added per transaction. A 2-way set-associative cache is shown
supporting 8 transactions.
Fortunately, context-switches are likely to only occur during large transactions, in
which most or all cache sets have already overflowed.
The second optimization allows multiple transactions to reside in the cache at the
same time. With this optimization, transactional data need not be pushed out to
the overflow hash table each time a transaction is suspended. Support for multiple
transactions in the cache can be accomplished by making some simple modifications
to the cache. As shown in Figure 4-8, instead of only one transaction bit and one
overflow bit, there is one bit per transaction. For example, the cache can have 8
transaction bits per line and 8 overflow bits per set. These additional bits distinguish
which transaction each line and set belongs to. The processor simply tracks which
transaction is currently running; all others are suspended. The overflow handler stores
the necessary information for all 8 overflow hash tables. If a transactional cache line
needs to be evicted for capacity reasons, the overflow handler simply adds the cache
line into the appropriate hash table.
When more than 8 transactions exist, additional transactions are pushed into
memory using the mechanism described earlier. Supporting a constant number of
transactions with low overhead, however, covers most common cases.
When all suspended transactions fit in cache, the optimized mechanism suspends a
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transaction by simply changing a hardware register that tracks the bit corresponding
to the running transaction. Moreover, suspended transaction searches are faster as
well, since the hash table search is not always necessary. If a cache intervention
hits a transactional cache line belonging to a suspended transaction, the suspended
transaction can be aborted immediately. Hash table searches are only necessary when
an intervention misses on a suspended overflowed cache set.
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Chapter 5
Evaluation
To quantitatively evaluate UTM, I implemented it in a detailed software simulator.
The standard SPECjvm98 benchmark suite was converted to use UTM transactions
to evaluate performance overheads and transaction characteristics. Also, some mi-
crobenchmarks were written to evaluate multiprocessor program behavior. The re-
sults show that, as expected, the overall performance overhead is low. The results
confirm that transactions are indeed small and short in the common case. Therefore,
the higher overhead associated with overflows is efficiently amortized over the fast
common case.
In this chapter, I present the evaluation in more detail. In Section 5.1, I describe
the evaluation environment and the software simulator. In Section 5.2, I show that
UTM indeed has low overall performance overhead. In Section 5.3, I show that most
transactions are small and short, confirming the fundamental assumption behind
UTM. In Section 5.4, I evaluate the affect of overflowing transactions on memory
latency. In Section 5.5, I show that UTM pipeline modifications indeed increase
performance for transactional code. In Section 5.6, I use the microbenchmark to
describe the behavior of multiprocessor transactional programs. I show that small
and short transactions run much faster than locks and can indeed exploit concurrency
hidden by locks.
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UVSIM parameter Value
Issue/graduate width 4 instructions
Reorder buffer size 48 instructions
Rename snapshots 5
Functional units 2 ALUs, 2 FPUs, 1 LSU
Int phy registers 96
Fp phy registers 96
Li Icache 32KB, 4-way, 64 byte lines
Li Dcache 32KB, 4-way, 64 byte lines
Li latency 2 processor cycles
L2 Deache 1MB, 4-way, 128 byte lines
L2 latency 8 processor cycles
RAM SDRAM, 1/5 processor freq.
Network hop latency 10 processor cycles
Overflow hash table 128MB (IM entries)
Figure 5-1: UVSIM simulation parameters.
5.1 Evaluation environment
UTM was implemented in a detailed software simulator based on RSIM [40]. The
simulator models a multiprocessor system using a directory based cache-coherency
protocol. In this section, I describe the UVSIM simulation environment and how
benchmark applications were compiled.
UTM was implemented in the UVSIM [57] software simulator developed at the
University of Utah. UVSIM is based on URSIM [56], and URSIM is, in turn, based
on RSIM [40] from Rice University. UVSIM is an event-driven simulator modeling
MIPS R10000 processors in a multiprocessor configuration similar to the SGI Origin
2000/3000. All simulated processors share a single memory address space but the
memory is distributed among the processors and accessed through a network. Cache-
coherency in the simulated system uses a MESI invalidation-based directory protocol.
The processor, bus, DRAM, and network hub are modeled in high detail and are
accurate [56]. The hard disk is not modeled and the network does not model traffic
or contention. The simulator parameters are shown in Figure 5-1.
The UVSIM simulator has detailed timing models but it is not a full system
simulator. Therefore, it cannot run an off-the-shelf operating system such as IRIX
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or Linux. Instead, UVSIM runs custom microkernel operating system that handles
common system calls and other essentials such as TLB refills. Many features, however,
such as dynamically linked libraries and multiprocess scheduling, are not present.
Therefore, all application binaries were statically linked at compile time. The lack
of context-switching support prevented any evaluation of UTM's context-switching
mechanism. The UTM context-switching mechanism was not implemented in UVSIM.
Since there are no transactional benchmark suites, the SPECjvm98 [51] suite was
used for this evaluation. The SPECjvm98 suite contains Java [12] applications that
were compiled to use UTM transactions. Although the SPECjvm98 benchmarks are
largely single-threaded, they use the thread-safe Java standard libraries that con-
tain synchronized code. Java synchronized blocks were transformed into atomic
blocks [7, 16] that can be implemented using either conventional locks or transac-
tions. Technically, such a transformation changes the program semantics slightly.
The effect, however, tends to be consistent with the programmer's original intent [7].
The program transformation was performed with the FLEX [8] compiler infras-
tructure in an IRIX [24] 6.5 environment. FLEX is a modified Java compiler which
has various backends. For this evaluation, the PreciseC backend was used to gen-
erate gcc-compatible C files. Version 0.06 of the GNU Classpath [9] Java standard
libraries was used. gcc [50] version 3.3.1 was used with the highest optimization
level (-09). The compilation was done with the -mips4 option using the n64 ABI.
Since all standard IRIX 6.5 libraries are dynamically linked, SGI provided special
statically linked libraries for compiling to UVSIM. Garbage collection was turned off
since only single thread execution was performed, and garbage collection can result
in unpredictable performance.
Three versions of the SPECjvm98 benchmark suite were compiled: Base, Locks,
and Trans. The Base version uses no synchronization. The Locks version uses
standard Java locking to implement atomic blocks. The Trans version uses UTM
transactions to implement atomic blocks. The Trans version uses method cloning
to flatten transactions but the same cloning was performed for all other compiled
versions so that performance improvements due to the specialization would not be
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improperly attributed to transactions. The three benchmark versions were built from
a common code-base using method inlining in gcc to remove or replace all invocations
of lock and transaction entry and exit code with appropriate implementations.
All SPECjvm98 runs were performed with the small input size (1). The small
input size was used mainly to decrease simulation time. Since UVSIM is a detailed
simulator, larger input sizes required too much time to run. Fortunately, the results
from the small input size should give a good representation of large input performance
since the inputs are chosen to have similar characteristics. In fact, in some cases, such
as 213j avac and 228-j ack, the larger inputs are simply iterations of the small input.
In addition to SPECjvm98 applications, some evaluation was performed using mi-
crobenchmarks. The microbenchmarks are parallel applications written in C using
OpenMP [39] parallel processing primitives. They were compiled using the MIPSpro
cc [48] version 7.3.1.3m compiler in an IRIX 6.5 environment. Since cc does not sup-
port inline assembly, UTM instructions were added into the assembly source before
invoking the assembler. All binaries were statically linked using the static libraries
provided by SGI. Two versions of each microbenchmark were compiled: a locking
version and a transactional version. For the locking version, the standard SGI IRIX
_lock-test-and-set/_lock-release [48, chap. 11] spin-lock routines were used.
These locking routines are implemented with load-linked/store-conditional instruc-
tions.
5.2 Overall performance
The SPECjvm98 benchmark suite was used to evaluate overall UTM performance.
SPECjvm98 contains many applications with different characteristics. Therefore, the
SPECjvm98 results give a good indication of how UTM performs under a typical
workload. In this section, I describe the results which confirm that UTM indeed has
low overhead and, in fact, is faster than using locks in all cases.
The three versions of the benchmark were run on a single simulated processor to
evaluate single-thread overhead associated with UTM transactions. The results are
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Benchmark Base Locks Trans Time in Time in
time time time trans overflow
(cycles) (% of Base time) (% of Trans time)
200_check 8.1M 124.0% 101.0% 32.5% 0.0085%
202_jess 75.OM 140.9% 108.0% 59.4% 0.0072%
209_db 11.8M 142.4% 105.2% 54.0% 0%
213_javac 30.7M 169.9% 114.2% 84.2% 10.5014%
222_mpegaudio 99.0M 100.3% 99.6% 0.8% 0%
228.jack 261.4M 175.3% 104.3% 32.1% 0.0056%
Figure 5-2: SPECjvm98 performance. Simulation was run on 1 simulated processor in
UVSIM. The Time in trans and Time in overflow are the times spent actually running a
transaction and handling overflows respectively.
shown in Figure 5-2. The Locks runtime is as high as 1.75x over the Base version for
228-jack. On the other hand, the Trans runtime is less than 15% over the Base in
all cases. Thus, performance overhead is indeed low overall. In fact, the overhead is
less than that of locks in every case.
5.3 Transaction size and length
The UTM design is based on the assumption that most transactions are small and
short, so overflows are infrequent. The size and length of all transactions in SPECjvm98
were measured. In this section, I describe the results which confirm that the assump-
tion is indeed true.
The size and length distribution of the transactions in the SPECjvm98 are shown
in Figure 5-3. All applications touch less than 41 cache lines on average. In addition,
99% of all transactions touch less than 68 cache lines and are less than 11K cycles
long.
Although most transactions are small, some large and long transactions do exist.
The largest transaction occurs in 213j avac, touching more than 13K cache lines and
running for more than 28M cycles. The existence of such transactions is evidence that
some transactions will require more space than a simple hardware cache and require
the ability to span context-switches.
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___  _ average largest 99% j average longest 99%
200_check
202_jess
209_db
213j avac
222-mpegaudio
228-jack
6.8
10.8
7.1
40.6
9.9
4.0
100
336
155
13,844
87
226
24
42
41
66
67
17
422.0
582.2
470.1
63,808.9
774.4
123.2
21,206
41,354
36,808
28,986,949
22,648
33,767
1,693
2,973
2,963
10,050
6,064
1,755
Figure 5-3: .SPECjvm98 transaction size and length distribution. Simulation was run on
1 simulated processor in UVSIM. The xactions column is the total number of transactions.
The average columns are the average size and length of a transaction. The largest and
longest columns are the largest and longest transactions respectively. The Size 99% column
is the transaction size that 99% of all transactions are smaller than. For example, if the
value in the Size 99% column is 10 then 99% of all transactions is less than 10 cache lines.
Similarly, the Length 99% column is the transaction length that 99% of all transactions are
shorter than.
Benchmark Transactions Xops Overflowed cache sets
I total overflow I total overflow avg. max
200_check
202_jess
209-db
213-j avac
222_mpegaudio
228_jack
6,396
82,103
14,191
460
1,044
707,388
2
30
0
3
0
59
1,073K
18,251K
2,709K
10,684K
292K
29,083K
3
72
0
14,004
0
63
0.0488%
0.0567%
0%
33.4000%
0%
0.0488%
0.0488%
0.1460%
0%
100.0000%
0%
0.0488%
Figure 5-4: SPECjvm98 transaction overflow statistics. Simulation was run on 1 simulated
processor in UVSIM. The Transactions total and overflow columns are the number of total
transactions and overflowed transactions respectively. The Xops total column is the total
number of transactional memory operations (xops). The Xops overflow is the number of
xops that invoke the overflow handler such as a miss on an overflowed cache set. The
Overflowed cache sets avg. column is the average number of cache sets overflowed per
overflowed transaction. The Overflowed cache sets max column is the largest number of
cache sets overflowed. The number of cache sets is given as a percentage of the total
number of sets.
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Even in 213-javac, however, 99% of all transactions are small enough (< 66 cache
lines) and short enough (< I1K cycles) to fit in a hardware cache and within a process
time slice. This supposition is verified by the results in Figure 5-4 showing the number
of overflowing transactions, memory operations, and cache sets. The results indicate
that very few transactions require more space than the processor cache. In all cases,
far less than 1% of all transactions overflow. The 228_jack application has the most
overflowing transactions and it only has 59.
Similarly, few transactional operations invoke the overflow handler. In the worst
case, 213_javac, only 14K (< 0.2%) out of over 10M transactional operations actually
invoke the overflow handler. This result is expected since UTM only searches the
overflow hash table when the memory request misses on an overflowed cache. Even
though all cache sets have overflowed in 213j avac (the Overflowed cache sets max is
100%), the probability of a miss is still low since the structure is a cache. Therefore,
the overflow search rate follows the cache miss rate which is generally low.
Since all SPECjvm98 tests were run on a single simulated processor, there were
no cache interventions from other processors. Therefore, the frequency of hash table
searches caused by interventions is not known. UTM only searches the overflow hash
table when an intervention indexes into an overflow cache set but misses in the cache.
Therefore, the Overflowed cache sets columns in Figure 5-4 is a good indication of
the likelihood of such an intervention. In all but one case, less than 0.2% of all cache
sets overflowed, indicating that searches caused by interventions are unlikely.
In 213-javac, however, every cache set overflowed. This result implies every in-
tervention that misses in the cache requires an overflow hash table search. Such a sit-
uation can potentially decrease performance dramatically but the actual performance
loss is highly dependent on the activity of other processors. It is unlikely, however,
that incoming interventions will repeatedly require hash table searches. When an
intervention misses the cache and UTM finds the requested line in the hash table,
the transaction is immediately aborted preventing future searches. The transaction
continues running only when the requested line is not found in the hash table. Miss-
ing the hash table, however, only occurs if the target line was dropped silently. Since
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all all non-overflow overflow commit
200-check 4.53 4.41 4.28 161.33 150
202_jess 4.37 4.69 4.68 153.72 240
209-db 4.40 4.28 4.15 - -
213_javac 4.68 4.95 4.64 192.17 339,066
222-npegaudio 3.61 3.62 4.58 - -
228_jack 4.67 4.68 4.30 104.24 107
Figure 5-5: SPECjvm98 memory access latency. Simulation was run on 1 simulated
processor in UVSIM. All columns are times given in average number of processor cycles for
the memory system to service the memory request. The Base all column is the time for
all memory operations with in the no-synchronization version of the application. All other
columns are for the transactional version of the application. The non-overflow and overflow
columns are the times for all transactional memory operations that do not overflow and
those that do overflow respectively. The commit column is the average number of processor
cycles it takes to commit an overflowed transaction.
silent drops are not permitted for transactional cache lines, repeated overflow searches
from interventions are unlikely.
5.4 Memory latency overhead
Since overflows are handled in main memory, the performance overhead can be sig-
nificantly higher than operations in the cache. The overflow memory latency was
measured in the SPECjvm98 applications. In this section, I present the results which
show that overflow latency is high but the overhead is indeed efficiently amortized
over the fast common case.
To evaluate the overhead of overflowed transactional operations at a finer granular-
ity, SPECjvm98 memory access latency was measured. Figure 5-5 shows the latency
for Base and Trans versions of SPECjvm98. The latency is measured from when the
memory request enters the cache pipeline to when the memory system replies. As
expected, the memory access latency in the Trans version does not differ significantly
from that of the Base version. For 200_check and 209_db, the average latency is even
less than the Base version.
The latency for memory requests requiring overflow handling is much higher than
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the average non-overflow case, since the request is not serviced until after the hash
table is searched. In the 213_javac case, average overflowing memory requests take
more 40x longer than the average non-overflow case. As expected, however, this high
overhead is rare, and thus is amortized over the fast non-overflow case. In 213j avac,
only 0.13% of all transactional memory operations require overflow handling (from
Figure 5-4). With such a low rate, overflow handling must complete in less than 360
cycles on average to maintain an average latency of 1.1x over the non-overflow case
(4.64 cycles). UTM overflow hash table searches only require 192.17 cycles on average
in 213..javac. Therefore, UTM tolerates high overflow overhead since the overhead
is rarely incurred.
Transaction commit time is high especially in 213_javac. Most of the 213-javac
application is enclosed in one large transaction which takes 1M cycles to commit. Such
large commits, however, are uncommon. In 213j avac, the transaction is so large only
because it contains most of the application. Therefore, the 1M cycle commit is still
efficiently amortized over the 35M cycle total runtime. The overall result is less than
3% overhead, confirming that UTM does indeed efficiently amortize the high overflow
overhead over the fast common case.
5.5 Effect of pipeline modifications
UTM adds additional physical registers and an additional rename table snapshot
to the processor core. The design assumes that these modifications will increase
performance during transaction execution while not adversely affecting performance
during normal execution. Overall SPECjvm98 runtime was measured for UTM with
and without the modifications. In this section, I present the result which confirms
that the modifications do indeed increase transactional performance.
The SPECjvm98 applications were run on UTM configured with two different
parameter sets: an old parameter set and a new parameter set. The new configu-
ration matches the parameters from Figure 5-1. The old configuration matches the
original MIPS R10000 parameters before UTM changes, and contains 4 rename table
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old new old new
200_check 8.0M 100.36% 8.3M 98.69%
202-jess 74.8M 100.25% 86.7M 92.76%
209_db 11.7M 100.41% 12.7M 97.21%
213_javac 30.9M 99.56% 44.1M 79.19%
222_mpegaudio 99.OM 100.78% 97.9M 100.70%
228_jack 260.2M 100.69% 272.1M 100.05%
Figure 5-6: Processor modification effects on SPECjvm98 performance. Simulation was
run on 1 simulated processor in UVSIM. The Base and Trans columns are runtimes using
the Base and Trans version of the applications respectively. The old and new columns are
the runtimes using the old and new processor configurations respectively. The old runtime
is given as the number of processor cycles. The new runtime is given as a percentage of the
old runtime.
snapshots, 64 integer physical registers, and 64 floating point physical registers.
The pipeline modifications have negligible performance impact on normal non-
transactional codes as shown in the Base results in Figure 5-6. All new applications
run within 1% of the old configuration. Although one might expect the extra phys-
ical registers and rename snapshot to increase performance, in fact, the additional
hardware reduces performance in most cases. 213_javac is the only application that
runs faster after the pipeline modifications. All other applications suffer from a slight
performance decrease. The fact that the reorder buffer and cache are not scaled ac-
cordingly is the most likely cause of the performance decrease. Since the performance
difference is negligible, however, there is no need to compensate for this effect.
The pipeline modifications improve performance significantly for transactional
codes as shown by the Trans results in Figure 5-6. The register snapshot uses physical
registers otherwise used for speculation. Therefore, replacing those registers increases
performance as expected. The performance increase is especially high for applications
with large transactions. The new version of 2 13-javac, in particular, runs more than
20% faster than the old version. In fact, the old version of 213_javac has 25x
more instruction decode stalls caused by insufficient physical registers. A similar
performance increase is also seen in the 200-check, 202_jess, and 209-db as well.
213-javac, however, is affected the most since it has the largest transactions.
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5.6 Parallel transactional program behavior
To gain insight into parallel transactional program behavior, four parallel microben-
charmks were implemented: NodePush, Counter, BinaryTree, and LinkedList. The
NodePush application shows that small transactions with low contention run faster
than with locks, as expected. The Counter application shows that small transactions
are likely to complete even without backoff in high contention. The BinaryTree appli-
cation shows that transactions can indeed exploit concurrent hidden by conventional
locks. The LinkedList application shows that conventional locking can outperform
transactions in some situations where simple backoff is insufficient. In this section, I
present these results quantitatively.
5.6.1 The NodePush microbenchmark
I implemented the NodePush parallel microbenchmark application to examine pro-
gram behavior for small transactions with low contention. Such transactions rep-
resent the expected common case in highly parallel applications. The results show
that, as expected, UTM executes small transactions efficiently. In fact, the overhead
is much lower than that of locks in all cases.
The NodePush application has a large random fully-connected graph containing
10,000 nodes. Like the example from Chapter 2, each processor repeatedly pushes
flow from one node to another within the graph. One push operation is performed
per iteration of the microbenchmark. The push operation is performed atomically on
random nodes. This type of activity is typical in graph algorithms such as the par-
allel push-relabel maximum-flow algorithm [3, 10]. The locking version of NodePush
uses one spin-lock per node. Locks are acquired in ascending order to prevent dead-
lock. The transactional version performs the push in a transaction with randomized
exponential backoff.
The results confirm that UTM overhead is indeed low in the common case. The
performance results are shown in Figure 5-7. Both versions exhibit a similar per-
formance trend since both fine-grained locks and transactions exploit the available
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Figure 5-7: NodePush microbenchmark performance. The Locks and Trans lines show the
runtime for the locking and the transactional version respectively on the left y-axis. The
Aborts bars show the number of aborts for the transactional version on the right y-axis.
concurrency. Both versions allow processors to independently work on different nodes
at the same time. The locking overhead, however, is much higher than that of trans-
actions in every case. For 32 processors, the locking version is almost 2x slower than
the transactional version per iteration. Moreover, the speed up gained by the trans-
actional version is higher as well. For 32 processors, the transactional version shows
a 9.1x speedup, whereas the locking version shows only a 7.6x speedup.
5.6.2 The Counter microbenchmark
I implemented the Counter parallel microbenchmark application to examine program
behavior for small transactions with high contention. The results show that the
extremely low overhead of small transactions enables them to almost always complete
even when contention is high.
The Counter microbenchmark has one shared variable that each processor atom-
ically increments repeatedly. One atomic increment is performed per iteration of
the microbenchmark. Each atomic block is only a few instructions long and every
processor attempts to read and modify the same shared location repeatedly. The lock-
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Figure 5-8: Counter microbenchmark performance. The Locks and Trans lines show the
runtime for the locking and the transactional version respectively on the left y-axis. The
Aborts bars show the number of aborts for the transactional version on the right y-axis.
ing version uses a global spin-lock protecting the shared variable. The transactional
version performs the increment in a transaction with no backoff.
Since all processors are accessing the same memory location, both the locking and
transactional versions scale poorly as expected. Transactions, however, still perform
better than locks. The performance results are shown in Figure 5-8. The locking
version performs worse than transactions because the LL/SC sequence in the spin-
lock routines causes many cache interventions even when the lock cannot be obtained.
On the other hand, the transactional version scales much better, despite having no
backoff policy. When a transaction obtains a cache line, it will likely execute a
few more instructions before receiving an intervention since the network latency is
relatively high. Starting at 8 processors, there is 1 average abort per iteration. This
result implies that after obtaining the cache line, each transaction has enough time
to commit and start the next iteration. Once the next iteration starts, however, the
transaction is aborted by an incoming intervention. Then the transaction restarts
and waits for the cache line. Once it obtains the cache line, the cycle continues.
Therefore, small transactions make progress even when contention is high.
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5.6.3 The BinaryTree microbenchmark
I implemented the BinaryTree parallel microbenchmark application to examine pro-
gram behavior for larger highly concurrent data structures. The results show that
even fine-grained locking cannot always exploit the available parallelism in such data
structures. On the other hand, transactions allow efficient parallel access with little
programming effort.
The BinaryTree microbenchmark has a large binary search tree containing 1,000
elements. The binary tree is balanced at the beginning of each run. Each proces-
sor accesses a random element in the tree repeatedly. On each processor, 95% of
the accesses are lookup operations. The remaining 5% of the accesses are deletions
and insertions. Each lookup, deletion, and insertion operation is performed using
the standard binary search tree algorithm [5, chap. 12] atomically. Such data struc-
tures which are read often but rarely modified are common in applications such as
databases. Two locking versions of BinaryTree were implemented: a global locking
version and a fine-grained locking version. The global locking version uses one global
spin-lock that is acquired on each lookup, deletion, and insertion. The fine-grained
locking version has one spin-lock per element in the tree. The locks are acquired
in hand-over-hand fashion when the processor traverses the tree. The transactional
version performs each operation in a transaction with randomized exponential backoff.
Since the elements are chosen at random, the time to complete each operation may
vary drastically depending on the location of the element in the tree. Therefore, for
the purpose of comparison, traversing one node in the tree is considered one iteration
of the microbenchmark. One operation may take several iterations to complete.
Since lookup operations only perform reads, they are inherently concurrent. There-
fore, most accesses to the tree can be performed in parallel. Locks cannot effectively
exploit this parallelism as shown in Figure 5-9. As expected, the global locking ver-
sion performs poorly since all operations are mutually exclusive. Similar performance,
however, is seen even with fine-grained locking. For 8 processors, the fine-grained
locking version performs better than the global locking version but both scale poorly.
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Figure 5-9: BinaryTree microbenchmark performance. The GLocks and LLocks lines
show the runtime for the global locking and fine-grained locking versions respectively on
the left y-axis. The Trans line shows the runtime for the transactional version on the left
y-axis. The Aborts bars show the number of aborts for the transactional version on the
right y-axis.
Both locking versions show a 5x slowdown for 32 processors.
Poor fine-grained locking performance is caused by contention near the root of
the tree. Although most of the target elements are near the bottom of the tree, each
operation must traverse through the top nodes to get to the bottom. In most cases,
the operations only read the top nodes on the way down the tree. Therefore, in
theory, most accesses to the top nodes can be performed in parallel. Locks, however,
cannot effectively exploit this type of parallelism. Each time a processor reads the
root node, for example, the node lock must be acquired to prevent another processor
from writing to it at the same time. While that processor holds the lock, all other
processors cannot even read from the node. Therefore, the bottleneck at the top of
the tree prevents even fine-grained locking from scaling as desired.
On the other hand, transactions are better suited to exploit the parallelism avail-
able in BinaryTree. The transactional version shows almost an 11x speedup for 32
processors, whereas both locking versions show a slowdown. The locking bottleneck
does not occur since many transactions can concurrently read from the same node
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at the same time. Conflicts only occur when a processor writes to a node as part of
a deletion or insertion operation. The target nodes for these operations are likely to
be at the bottom of the tree since they are chosen at random. Therefore, conflicts
are unlikely. Even for 32 processors, there are less than 0.3 aborts per successful
transaction.
In addition to the poor lock performance, adding fine-grained locks into BinaryTree
was not a trivial programming task. In all the other microbenchmarks, adding locks
was not difficult since coarse-grained locking was mostly used. Coarse-grained locks
are simply acquired at the start each atomic region and released at the end of the
region. On the other hand, adding fine-grained locks often increases program com-
plexity significantly. In BinaryTree, adding fine-grained locking increases the code
size by 16%. Although programming complexity is a qualitative measure, this in-
crease gives an indication of the additional programming effort required to perform
tasks such as deadlock avoidance.
The fine-grained locking used in BinaryTree is not optimal. It is possible to
exploit multiple reader concurrency by using more sophisticated techniques. For ex-
ample, Kung and Lehman [31] designed a concurrent binary search tree by making
copies of tree sections and redirecting searches by manipulating pointers. The tech-
nique is similar to lock-free and wait-free synchronization [18, 19, 33]. The additions
to the data structure, however, are not straightforward. This work shows the high
tradeoff between performance and programming ease that exists with conventional
locks. The binary search tree is a simple data structure that inherently has high
concurrency. Trying to exploit this concurrency with conventional synchronization is
possible but is difficult. With transactions, on the other hand, the programmer can
exploit this concurrency easily.
5.6.4 The LinkedList microbenchmark
I implemented the LinkedList parallel microbenchmark application to examine pro-
gram behavior for moderately sized transactions with varying contention. The results
show that when contention is low, transactions are efficient as expected. As contention
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Figure 5-10: LinkedList microbenchmark performance. The Locks and Trans lines show
the runtime for the locking and the transactional version respectively on the left y-axis. The
Aborts bars show the number of aborts for the transactional version on the right y-axis.
increases, however, the efficiency is highly dependent on the backoff policy. In some
cases, simple backoff policies are insufficient.
The LinkedList application has an equal number of consumer and producer pro-
cessors. Each consumer has a doubly-linked list which starts with 50 elements. Each
consumer repeatedly takes items from the head of its list while each producer repeat-
edly adds items to the tail of a random list. The locking version uses one spin-lock per
list, and the entire list is locked when adding or removing items. The transactional
version performs each list addition and deletion in a transaction with randomized
exponential backoff.
Transactions perform better than conventional locks for low processor counts as
shown in Figure 5-10. This result is expected since transactions have lower overhead
and allow concurrent accesses to the head and the tail of each linked list. For 2
processors, the locking version actually requires 3.5x more cycles per iteration than
the transactional version.
As the number of processors increases, producers conflict more often. The con-
tention increases even though the number of lists is scaled with the number of proces-
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sors. A list becomes backed-up when two producers access it simultaneously. While
the two processors contend for the list, the probability that another processor at-
tempts an access increases.
When LinkedList was first implemented, no backoff policy was used. As a result,
livelock prevented program completion for more than 2 processors. To solve the
livelock problem, LinkedList was implemented with randomized exponential backoff.
The backoff policy solved livelock but results in poor performance for high pro-
cessor counts. At high contention, transactions abort often and spend much time
in backoff. On the other hand, the locking version wastes no time since processors
simply wait for locks to be freed before proceeding. Therefore, after 32 processors,
the transactional version performs worse than the locking version. Moreover, for 64
processors, the locking version shows an 8x speedup whereas the transactional version
shows only a 2x speedup. Poor transactional performance is caused by the increas-
ingly high number of aborts (more than one abort for every two transactions) starting
at 32 processors. These results suggest that a simple backoff policy is insufficient in
situations with high contention.
The LinkedList application illustrates the importance of a good backoff policy
in optimistic transaction systems which have no forward-progress guarantees, such
as UTM. In contrast, lock-free and wait-free synchronization has strong forward-
progress guarantees. Perhaps such a guarantee is needed to achieve reasonable per-
formance in high contention. This problem is one of UTM's main challenges.
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Chapter 6
Design Alternatives
Many design alternatives were considered during the UTM design process. Firstly,
an integrated hardware-software approach to unbounded transactions was considered.
The integrated approach uses hardware to run small and short transactions, but falls
back to software to run large and long transactions. The results indicate that such an
integrated approach has impractically high performance overhead. A linear overflow
data structure was also considered. The linear data structure is simple but its poor
performance limits its use in practice. A software register snapshot mechanism was
also considered. The software mechanism requires no hardware changes but has per-
formance and compatibility problems. Lastly, a nontransactional mechanism called
NITs (nested independent transactions) with clean semantics was also considered.
The resulting semantics are better than UTM's nontransactional semantics but the
implementation requires widespread hardware modification.
In this chapter, I describe these alternatives and highlight their design tradeoffs.
In Section 6.1, I outline the integrated hardware-software system. In Section 6.2, 1 de-
scribe the linear overflow data structure. In Section 6.3, I outline the software register
snapshot. In Section 6.4, I describe the NIT semantics and hardware mechanism.
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6.1 Integrated hardware-software approach
Previous hardware transaction systems impose transaction size and length limitations
that generally do not exist in software transaction systems. Unfortunately, software
systems generally have much higher overhead than hardware systems. Therefore, it is
natural to consider whether an integrated hardware-software design can achieve the
best of both worlds by running small transaction in hardware, and large transactions
in software. Since both hardware and software designs have previously been studied,
they only need to be integrated. In this section, I describe such an integrated design
called HSTM (hardware-software transactional memory). I conclude, however, that
HSTM incurs high performance overhead and cannot be easily integrated into existing
systems.
Base hardware and software transactions
HSTM integrates the hardware design by Herlihy and Moss [22,23] and the software
design by Ananian and Rinard [2]. I call the base hardware system HTM (hardware
transactional memory) and the based software system STM (software transactional
memory). HTM is simply UTM without overflow and context-switching support.
HTM is used since it has low performance overhead for small transactions. STM is
the FLEX software transaction system. STM is used since it is freely available and
is currently one of the most efficient software transaction designs [2].
STM is an object-based system where the primary data structure is an object as
the Java programming language. Figure 6-1 shows the STM object structure. Each
object has a versions and readers pointer, in addition to its normal fields. versions
points to committed versions of the object, and possibly a transactional version.
The transactional version stores uncommitted speculative state. Each transactional
version is linked to a transaction tag trough the owner pointer. The transaction tag is
specific to each transaction. readers points to a list of running transactional readers
of the object.
When a transaction writes an object field, STM copies the object if a copy does
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Figure 6-1: STM object structure. Each object has, in addition to its normal fields,
a versions pointer and readers pointer. versions points to committed versions of the
object and possibly a transactional version. readers points to a list of pending transactional
readers of the object. The actual readers list is not shown. Each version is linked to a
transaction tag through the owner pointer.
not already exist. The copy serves as the backup data in case the transaction is
aborted. Then STM sets the original object field to some predetermined constant
FLAG. The FLAG value indicates to other transactions that the field is being written
transactionally. Then STM creates a new transactional version if a transactional
version does not already exist. Then STM makes the modification to the transactional
version. Lastly, STM adds the transaction to the object's readers list.
Transactional reads, on the other hand, are much simpler. When a transaction
reads a field, STM simply adds the transaction to the object's readers list.
When a transaction commits or aborts, STM changes the transaction tag accord-
ingly. This change switches the status of all linked transactional versions.
To detect conflicts, STM performs a check on each transactional read and write
operation. On each write, STM checks if the object has any readers in the readers
list. If there are readers, STM aborts them all by traversing the readers list. On each
read, STM checks if the field is marked FLAG. If the value is FLAG, another running
transaction may be writing to the field. Therefore, STM traverses the versions list and
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aborts any running transactions. The value may also be FLAG, however, if a committed
transaction previously wrote to the field. In this case, the reading transaction reads
the most up-to-date value from the committed version and updates the original object.
STM is implemented in the compiler so STM can take advantage of compiler
analysis to optimize many of the checks. For example, if a transaction reads from a
field it previously wrote, it can simply read the value directly from the transactional
version without checking the field in the original version. Such optimizations decrease
STM performance overhead for long transactions [2] since long transactions tend to
access the same fields often.
The HSTM design
The HSTM design is straight-forward. HSTM simply attempts to run all transactions
in hardware. If the hardware transaction fails because of a size or length limitation,
HSTM attempts to run the transaction in software. To make such a switch possible,
however, some changes to HTM are made.
Both hardware and software transactions may run on the same system at the same
time. Therefore, HSTM must detect conflicts between both hardware and software
transactions. Fortunately, if a hardware transaction conflicts with another hardware
transaction, the normal HTM mechanism detects the conflict. Similarly, the normal
STM mechanism detects software-software conflicts.
Therefore, HSTM must add the ability to detect conflicts between hardware trans-
actions and software transactions. Fortunately, if a software transaction touches a
location owned by a running hardware transaction, the software transaction triggers
a cache intervention and the normal HTM mechanism detects the conflict. On the
other hand, if a hardware transaction touches a location owned by a running software
transaction, the conflict is not be detected by the normal HTM or STM mechanism.
HSTM performs additional software checks to detect such conflicts as shown in
Figure 6-2. On each hardware transactional load, HSTM checks if the loaded value
is FLAG. If the value is FLAG, a running software transaction may have written to
that field. Therefore, HSTM aborts the hardware transaction. On each hardware
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Figure 6-2: Additional checks performed on HTM operations. These checks are performed
in software. On each load, if the field being read is flagged, the hardware transaction is
aborted. Otherwise, the hardware transaction proceeds normally. On each store, if the
readers list of the object not empty, the hardware transaction is aborted. Otherwise, the
hardware transaction proceeds normally.
transactional store, HSTM checks if the object's readers pointer is NULL. If the
pointer is not NULL, a running transaction may have read that field. Therefore,
HSTM aborts the hardware transaction.
Lastly, since these additional checks are performed in software, a hardware trans-
action must be able to abort itself in software if a conflict is detected. Therefore, an
xABORT instruction is added to the ISA.
Evaluation
To evaluate HSTM performance overhead, I implemented a partial HSTM system
in UVSIM and a microbenchmark. The HTM component was fully implemented in
UVSIM as part of the UTM implementation. The STM component was not fully
implemented since STM functionality was not available in the FLEX compiler at
this time. Therefore, I hand-coded the STM structure into the microbenchmark.
The goal is only to evaluate common case performance overhead. Therefore, I only
implemented the subset of STM used in common case single-processor execution.
Similarly, the software checks for hardware transactions were hand-coded into the
microbenchmark as well.
A microbenchmark similar to NodePush from Chapter 5 was used as simulation
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Figure 6-3: HSTM performance for various transaction sizes.
workload. The NodePush microbenchmark accesses a variable number of nodes to
simulate transactions of variable size. Nodes are accessed in sequential memory order.
Using this evaluation environment, I found that HSTM hardware transactions
incur a 2.2x slowdown over standard HTM transactions. The slowdown is caused by
the additional software checks in every hardware transaction.
The 2.2x slowdown, however, is still much faster than the slowdown from STM.
Figure 6-3 shows the performance of HSTM compared to pure software transactions.
For transactions sizes less than 2,100 nodes, all transactions fit in hardware and
run almost 3x faster than software transactions. Starting at 2,100 nodes, however,
transactions no longer fit in hardware and the high STM overhead is incurred.
Design tradeoffs
Although, in principle, HSTM runs small and short transactions fast in hardware,
in practice, even hardware transactions incur a high (2.2x) performance overhead.
The overhead is caused by the additional software checks. Thus, one might argue
that performing the checks in hardware can decrease the overhead. Even hardware
checks, however, will not alleviate all of the overhead since the checks require addition
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memory references.
HSTM also incurs a memory overhead as well. Each object requires the added
readers and versions pointers even when running hardware transactions. The ad-
ditional fields are necessary since another processor may be operating on the object in
software. Since HSTM runs most transactions in hardware, however, the additional
memory overhead is unused most of the time.
Lastly, HSTM does not support legacy function calls since HSTM must be com-
piled into any code running within a transaction. In fact, all designs that rely on
the compiler for transactions do not support legacy function calls. Therefore, such
designs are difficult to integrate into existing systems.
The main advantage of HSTM is that it can support unbounded transactions with
minimal hardware modification. The overhead and incompatibility, however, out-
weigh this advantage. Moreover, implementing unbounded transactions completely
in hardware is not overly complicated, as shown by the UTM design. Therefore,
HSTM's integrated approach is not as attractive as UTM's hardware-only approach.
6.2 Linear overflow data structure
A key assumption in the UTM design is that overflows are infrequent enough that
high performance overhead from overflows can be amortized efficiently over the fast
common case. Therefore, it may be reasonable to use the simplest overflow data
structure even if overhead is extremely high. When UTM was first designed, UTM
used a simple unsorted array as the overflow data structure. In this section, I show
that the simple unsorted array leads to unreasonable performance overhead.
The unsorted array is much simpler than a hash table. The unsorted array does
not need any additional data such as the validity bits or the linked list pointers. The
overflow handler simply needs to track the start and the end of the array.
Inserting an overflowed cache line into the unsorted array requires only constant
time since the new line is simply added to the end of the array. A lookup, however,
requires a linear search through all the overflowed lines. The search time is linearly
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Benchmark Base Locks Trans Time in Time in
time time time trans overflow
(cycles) (% of Base time) (% of Trans time)
200_check 8.1M 124.0% 101.7% 32.9% 0.0037%
202_jess 75.OM 140.9% 107.1% 59.3% 0.0076%
209_db 11.7M 142.4% 105.1% 53.9% 0
213_javac 30.7M 169.9% 1469.5% 99.0% 93.0%
222mpegaudio 99.0M 100.3% 99.6% 0.8% 0
228-jack 261.4M 175.3% 104.4% 32.2% 0.0026%
Figure 6-4: SPECjvm98 performance with linear overflow data structure. Simulation was
run on 1 simulated processor in UVSIM with an input size of 1. The Time in trans and
Time in overflow are the times spent actually running a transaction and handling overflows
respectively.
proportional to the number of overflowed cache lines. When only a few lines overflow,
the search overhead is acceptable. When the number of overflowed lines is high,
however, the linear search can incur an impractically high performance overhead.
The results from running SPECjvm98 with an unsorted array show that the un-
sorted array insufficient to handle all cases. The performance results are shown in
Figure 6-4. In all but one case, the overall overhead incurred by UTM is less than
8% over the base version and is much lower than locking overhead. The 213-javac
application, however, incurs a 15x slowdown over the base case. The 213j avac lock-
ing version shows only a 1.7x slowdown. Almost all of the 15x slowdown is in the
overflow handling. In fact, 99% of the total runtime is spent in a transaction and
93% of that time is spent handling overflows. Therefore, 92% of the entire runtime is
spent handling overflows, leaving only 8% for actual program execution. This result
explains the perceived 15x slowdown.
Design tradeoffs
The main advantage of the unsorted array is its simplicity. This advantage, unfortu-
nately, is overshadowed by the unbounded search time. The transaction can grow so
large that the search time cannot be efficiently amortized over the fast common case.
Such performance loss is seen in 213-javac. On the other hand, hash table search
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times are mostly constant since collisions are rare. For this reason, the UTM overflow
data structure was changed to a hash table.
Further inspection of the 213j avac application reveals that the entire appli-
cation is essentially run within one large transaction. In fact, the main method
Javac. compile 0, which implements the entire compilation process, is marked as
synchronized by the programmer. Therefore, the 2 1 3 j avac application is clearly
not intended for parallel execution. One might argue that it is reasonable to incur a
high performance overhead for such programs since they clearly need to be rewritten
if any parallel performance is desired. Such an approach, however, makes parallel
programming more difficult and is therefore undesirable.
6.3 Software register snapshot
UTM requires a register snapshot to restore the processor state after an abort. The
snapshot, however, can be performed in software instead of hardware. Although the
UTM hardware snapshot only requires minor changes to the processor core, a software
snapshot requires no changes at all. Further, a software snapshot can be completely
abstracted away from the programmer so that the easy-to-program environment is
maintained. This abstraction is maintained by the compiler which inserts additional
code into the application to save and restore the registers. In this section, I sketch the
necessary compiler modifications to implement a software snapshot. I contend, how-
ever, that software snapshots have high performance overhead and do not facilitate
easy integration into existing system.
The software snapshot can save all the register values before starting each trans-
action. Before each xBEGIN, the compiler simply inserts code that stores the contents
of each register to main memory. If the transaction aborts, the saved values can
be restored by the abort handler. Unfortunately, performing the entire snapshot at
xBEGIN can incur a high performance overhead.
Alternatively, the software snapshot can take advantage of the registers routinely
saved as part of subroutine calls. The subroutine linkage only needs to be modified
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slightly to accommodate the register snapshot.
In typical calling conventions, registers are divided into callee-saved, caller-saved,
and parameters. Caller-saved registers are those that the caller needs after calling
the subroutine, but the caller is responsible for saving and restoring their values.
Therefore, the callee (or subroutine) can simply overwrite the caller-saved registers if
necessary. Callee-saved registers are those that the subroutine is responsible for saving
and restoring. Thus, a subroutine can only overwrite callee-saved registers after saving
them. The subroutine is also responsible for restoring them. Parameter registers are
those used to pass subroutine parameters. Parameter registers are generally not
saved or restored. The subroutine may overwrite them if necessary and their values
are lost. Therefore, the parameter registers are the only registers not saved by the
normal calling convention.
The software snapshot can leverage the fact that subroutine linkage already saves
most of the registers. The calling convention can be modified to save the parameter
registers, thus saving all registers.
The calling convention, however, saves registers on the stack and the stack pointer
is changed on each subroutine call. Therefore, to restore the saved registers, the abort
handler must restore the saved values as it backs out of the procedures. The abort
handler effectively returns from each subroutine restoring all the registers along the
way. When the abort handler backs out to the subroutine in which the transaction
was started, all the registers are restored.
To accomplish the procedure back out, a different abort handler is associated
with each subroutine. The abort handler can restore all the necessary registers for
that subroutine with instructions similar to the subroutine's return code. On each
subroutine call, the associated abort handler is set in the processor and the old abort
handler is saved. Therefore, when an abort occurs, the processor immediately jumps
to the abort handler associated with the running subroutine. The abort handler
restores all the registers and then jumps to the previously saved abort handler. Thus,
each abort handler associated with every subroutine is executed until finally the
initial abort handler is called. The initial abort handler can then perform tasks such
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as backoff and retry.
Since registers are saved only on subroutine boundaries, transactions must start
and end on subroutine boundaries as well. Otherwise, the necessary register state
cannot be restored. This requirement, however, can be hidden from the programmer.
The programmer can still use UTM transaction semantics since the complier can
simply transform each xBEGIN/xEND block into a subroutine-like code block.
Design tradeoffs
Although UTM's hardware snapshot mechanism is not overly complicated, it still
requires modification to the processor pipeline. Therefore, a software snapshot is
attractive since no hardware modifications are necessary.
Since the compiler inserts software snapshot instructions, compiler analysis can
minimize the number of saved registers. Only those registers used by the program
need to be saved. A hardware snapshot, on the other hand, must save all visible
architectural registers even if many of them are not used.
Unfortunately, software register snapshots inevitably incur additional performance
overhead. In the simple approach, where every register is saved at xBEGIN, the over-
head can be extremely high especially for small transactions. In the subroutine linkage
approach, the overhead is reduced but eliminated. There is overhead associated with
saving parameters and abort hander addresses. In addition, transactions do not all
naturally fall on subroutine boundaries. Therefore, treating each transaction as a
transaction incurs additional overhead as well.
Lastly, using subroutine linkage for the register snapshot does not support legacy
function calls. All the code executed within a transaction must be compiled to save
the appropriate registers. Therefore, a software snapshot scheme cannot be integrated
easily into an existing system.
Although the software snapshot alleviates the need to change the processor core,
its high overhead and incompatibility make it undesirable for the UTM system. Fur-
ther, the hardware changes necessary to support the hardware snapshot are not overly
complicated since they use many of the existing mechanisms in the processor. For
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these reasons, UTM uses a hardware register snapshot instead of software.
6.4 Nested independent transactions
Tasks such as debugging or logging within a transaction require nontransactional op-
erations. As described in Section 4.7, nontransactional instructions can be achieved
without any change to the memory system which includes the cache-coherency pro-
tocol, network messages, and directory controllers. Unfortunately, the resulting se-
mantics are awkward since it exposes the cache line size and nontransactional regions
can be interrupted by aborts. Therefore, it is natural to consider whether better se-
mantics can be achieved by modifying the memory system. In this section, I describe
a mechanism called NITs (nested independent transactions) designed to achieve that
goal. NITs have much cleaner semantics but require significant hardware modifica-
tion. I argue that since nontransactional operations are used rarely, the necessary
hardware changes are not justified.
Semantics
There are two additional instructions in the ISA that define the scope of the nested
independent transaction:
nitBEGIN: Marks the start of a NIT.
nitEND: Marks the end of a NIT.
All instructions between the nitBEGIN and nitEND are considered part of the
NIT. As the name suggests, a NIT must be nested within a normal transaction but
is independent from it. Since it is nested within a parent transaction, when the NIT
is still running, it is considered part of the parent. Thus, a conflict causes both the
parent and the NIT to abort simultaneously. Since the NIT is independent, however,
the NIT commits independent of the parent. Thus, when the NIT commits, all of its
memory updates are made globally visible even though the parent transaction is still
running.
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Figure 6-5: Cache modifications for NIT implementation. An additional NIT bit and bit
vector are added per cache line. The bit vector contains one bit per data byte in the cache
line. A 2-way set-associative cache is shown.
When the NIT commits, every byte in memory that was modified by the NIT is
made globally visible. NITs cannot abort the parent transaction so a NIT can access
a memory location previously accessed by the parent. If the NIT changes such a
memory location, the change is also be made globally visible once the NIT commits.
NITs can contain nested transactions. Both NITs (nitBEGIN/nitEND) and normal
transactions (xBEGIN/xEND) can be nested within a NIT. All nested transactions are
simply subsumed into the outermost NIT. Thus, semantically, there are only two
actual levels of independent transaction nesting: the normal transaction and the
nested independent transaction. All other nested transactions are subsumed into one
or the other.
NIT semantics do not suffer from the problems associated with the UTM non-
transactional semantics presented in Section 4.7. Since NITs operate at a byte gran-
ularity, the cache-line size is not exposed. In addition, NIT memory operations are
not globally visible until the NIT commits. Therefore, aborting a NIT cannot result
in inconsistent data structures.
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Modifications to the cache
NIT semantics require the underlying hardware to operate at a byte granularity.
Therefore, some modifications to the cache and memory system are necessary. In the
cache, a NIT bit and a bit vector are added to each cache line as shown in Figure 6-5.
The bit vector contains one additional bit per byte in the cache line. For a 128 byte
cache line, the bit vector contains 128 bits. Like the rest of the cache line, the NIT
bit and bit vector are written to the overflow data structure if the line is evicted.
The additional NIT bit and bit vector are used to track the cache lines and the
individual bytes touched by the NIT. The NIT bit marks the cache lines that are part
of the running NIT. The bit vector marks the modified bytes in a cache line if the
entire cache line cannot be committed.
A normal transactional operation not within a NIT marks the target cache line
as before by setting the T bit. Similarly, a NIT operation marks the target cache
line by setting the NIT bit. If the target cache line is transactional, however, the
NIT operation marks the bit vector corresponding to the modified bytes in the cache
line. The bit vector is only set when the cache line is transactional since the T bit
indicates the cache line was previously accessed by the parent transaction. Modified
data from the parent transaction cannot be committed with the NIT. Therefore, the
bit vector indicates those bytes can be committed.
If a cache intervention hits a line with the NIT bit set, the transaction and the NIT
are aborted. Both the parent transaction and the NIT are aborted simultaneously by
clearing all the T bits, NIT bits, and bit vectors in the cache. As in a normal abort,
modified T or NIT cache lines are invalidated.
When a NIT commits, the NIT bits are simply cleared. The bit vectors, however,
are left unchanged. If the NIT cache line was not part of the parent transaction,
clearing the NIT makes the entire line globally visible. If the NIT cache line was part
of the parent transaction, clearing the NIT bit does not divorce the line from the
parent transaction since the T bit is still set. Therefore, only the bytes marked in
the bit vector can be made globally visible since the uncommitted parent transaction
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may have modified the other bytes. To ensure that only the NIT modified bytes
are made globally visible, the bit vector is left unchanged when the NIT commits.
Thus, a cache line with the NIT bit unset but a nonzero bit vector contains partially
committed data.
These lines remain partially committed until the parent transaction commits.
Once the parent transaction commits, the bit vectors are cleared and all the bytes
are made globally visible.
Before the parent transaction commits, however, only those bytes marked in the
bit vectors are globally visible. Therefore, a cache intervention that hits such a line
requires a partial line reply to send only the committed bytes back to the request.
Then the requestor obtains the remainder of the line from main memory. Partial line
replies are not supported in normal cache-coherency protocols so modifications to the
memory system are necessary.
Modifications to the memory system
To support operations with byte granularity, modifications are required to the cache-
coherency protocol, network messages, and directory controllers. I outline one of the
many ways to implement these changes.
Firstly, network messages must support partial memory lines. For simplicity, the
network message length can remain constant. The message is simply modified to
include a bit vector that indicates which bytes are valid. The network message bit
vector can be the same bit vector from the partially committed cache line. If a
network component receives a message with an incomplete bit vector, the hardware
must treat the data as only partial.
Next, the directory controllers must accept partial line replies in response to a
memory request. If a cache intervention hits a partially committed line, the partial
line is sent to its home node. Once the home node receives the partial line, it retrieves
the remainder of the line from memory. Then the home node sends the reconstructed
complete line to the original requestor.
Partial line replies require no more network latency than requests for silently
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dropped exclusive lines. In both cases, once the cache intervention is received, two
network hops are necessary before the original requestor receives the line. For a
silently dropped exclusive line, the cache intervention misses in the cache and a miss
reply is sent to the home node. Once the home node receives the miss reply, it
retrieves the line from main memory and sends it to the original requestor. Similarly,
for a partial line reply, after receiving the cache intervention, a message containing
the partial line is sent to the home node. Once the home node receives the partial
line, it retrieves the rest of the line from memory and sends the complete line to the
original requestor.
Lastly, the memory system must also support partial line write-backs to write
partially committed data back to main memory. Partial line write-backs are required
if the parent transaction writes to a line partially committed line. After the home
node receives a partial line write-back, it simply merges the partial line with the rest
of the line in memory. The write-back is necessary since the main memory must
contain the most up-to-date consistent value while the cache contains the speculative
transactional values. The partial line write-back is similar to writing back exclusive
cache lines when first accessed by a transaction.
Design tradeoffs
The UTM nontransactional semantics given in Section 4.7 rely on the programmer
to ensure that nontransactional writes do not hit transactional cache lines. UTM
nontransactional semantics do not requires any modifications to the processor, cache,
and memory system. Nontransactional operations simply flow through the pipeline
like normal memory operations.
Unfortunately, since implementation parameters such as cache line size are nor-
mally abstracted away from the programmer, UTM nontransactional semantics are
awkward and not portable. For example, nontransactional code that runs error-free
on a system with 128-byte cache lines may cause endless aborts on a system with
64-byte cache lines.
Another problem with UTM nontransactional semantics is that nontransactional
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code may be interrupted at any point if the transaction is aborted. From the program-
mer's point of view, handling such interruptions are difficult. The nontransactional
code may be in the middle of writing to a data structure before being aborted. In
that case, the data structure may be left in an inconsistent state after the abort, since
nontransactional instructions always commit.
Since nontransactional operations are expected to be used infrequently, the awk-
ward semantics may not be entirely unreasonable. A fundamental goal of UTM,
however, is to make programming easier. Therefore, these awkward semantics are
undesirable.
The NIT is a realistic alternative with much cleaner semantics. Since internal
bookkeeping is done at the byte level, there are no semantic problems associated with
writing to transactional cache lines. Moreover, since NITs are aborted with the parent
transaction, they also appear atomic. Therefore, NITs cannot leave data structures
in an inconsistent state.
The cleaner semantics do not come without a cost. To support NIT semantics,
the cache, network, and cache-coherency protocol require modification. Although
most changes are conceptually simple, they are not trivial to implement. Thus, these
modifications increase the cost of integration into an existing system.
Supporting NIT semantics requires many changes to the memory system but NIT
were still designed with implementation in mind. The goal of NITs is to support
cleaner semantics with minimal hardware modification. Therefore, NIT semantics
still has two significant restrictions. Firstly, NITs provide only one additional level
of real transactional nesting. Ideally, it should be possible to perform a NIT within
a NIT, and commit them independently. Secondly, NITs provide only a single abort.
Ideally, if a conflict occurred on a NIT memory location, only the NIT should be
aborted and retried.
Unfortunately, supporting either multiple nesting levels or separate aborts requires
significantly more hardware. In addition, these ideal features do not appear necessary
for NITs to be useful. After all, NITs are designed to be used only for rare tasks such
as logging.
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NITs represent a reasonable alternative to UTM nontransactional instructions.
NIT semantics, however, require many changes to the memory system. Since ease of
integration is a fundamental goal of UTM, the high hardware overhead prevents NITs
from being part of the UTM design. Better semantics for a rarely used feature does
not justify widespread hardware modification. If future network protocols support
fine-grained accesses, however, NITs are a viable alternative to UTM nontransactional
instructions.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
UTM solves many of the problems of previous hardware transaction systems, but
UTM has some limitations of its own. UTM context-switches are restrictive and
transactions are limited by the size of physical memory. Further, UTM has no
forward-progress guarantee and I/O operations are not supported. In this concluding
chapter, I describe these limitations in detail. I argue, however, that UTM is still
more practical than previous designs, since its limitations are far less restrictive. I
contend that UTM is a significant improvement over previous hardware transaction
systems.
Firstly, context-switch support in UTM is limited. A transactional thread can
be switched off of a processor, thereby suspending the transaction. To resume the
thread, however, it must be switched back onto the same processor. In multiprocessor
operating systems, threads are often moved from one processor to another. Moving a
transactional thread forces UTM to abort the suspended transaction. The transaction
cannot be resumed on another processor because the underlying mechanism uses the
cache-coherency protocol to track transactional data. Thus, all transactional data is
coupled to the processor, not the thread. If the suspended transaction is resumed
on another processor, all the directory information for each transactional line needs
to be changed to point to the new processor. Otherwise, conflicts are not detected
correctly. Since changing all the directory information is not feasible, UTM does not
support moving transactions between processors.
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Fortunately, threads are generally not often moved from processor to processor.
Further, the operating system can be designed to perform thread moves only when
necessary. Therefore, even though UTM's context-switching mechanism is limited,
the overall effect may still be minimal.
Secondly, the UTM transaction size is limited by the size of physical memory.
Since the overflow handler uses physical addresses, the size of the overflow hash table
cannot exceed the size of physical memory. If the overflow hash table were virtually
addressed, it is possible to swap parts of it out to disk when necessary. Unfortunately,
using virtual addresses in the overflow mechanism is not viable since UTM uses the
outermost cache to store transactional data. In modern processors, the outermost
cache is physically addressed, thus restricting UTM to physical addresses.
Although this size restriction appears to contradict the unbounded claim of UTM,
in practice the physical memory capacity is generally sufficient. The size of physical
memory is usually more than 3 orders of magnitude larger than that of cache. There-
fore, UTM is a significant improvement over previous hardware designs. Further, all
transactional systems must have some resource limitation. Thus, it is only reasonable
to expect an unbounded system to provide enough resources so the programmer does
not need to worry about the limitation. Fortunately, the physical memory in modern
multiprocessor systems should be large enough to accomplish that goal.
Another problem imposed by the physical address restriction is that the overflow
hash table requires a large sequential block of physical memory. Further, the block
of memory must be reserved, since any transaction may overflow. Since physical
are used, the reserved space cannot be swapped out to disk if additional memory is
needed. Thus, there is a constant memory overhead that cannot be avoided even
when transactions do not overflow at all.
Fortunately, UTM allows the operating system to scale the size of the overflow
hash table depending on the needs of the transaction. Thus, the operating system can
start all transactions with a small hash table and only increase the size if necessary.
Since the transaction aborts once the overflow hash table is full, there is a performance
loss each time the hash table size is changed.
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Another source of performance loss is UTM's lack of a forward-progress guarantee.
UTM relies on the programmer to use backoff to resolve conflicts. When contention
is high, as seen in the LinkedList microbenchmark in Section 5.6, the performance
loss of backoff can actually be higher than that of spin-locks. In fact, backoff does
not provide any deterministic bound on conflict resolution time.
In contrast, a forward-progress guarantee can be achieved by using techniques
such as fallback to mutual exclusion (used in SLE [43]), timestamp-based conflict
resolution (used in TLR [44] and TLS [29,42,49,53]), or lock-free/wait-free synchro-
nization [18, 19, 33]. Unfortunately, all of these techniques have problems. Falling
back to mutual exclusion requires the programmer to write deadlock-free locking
code, thus defeating UTM's goal of programming ease. Using timestamps to resolve
conflicts precludes a non-blocking protocol since the oldest thread can block all other
threads. Implementing lock-free or wait-free concurrent objects requires considerable
programming effort and complicates the resulting program significantly. Therefore,
although forward-progress is desirable under some circumstances, it may come with
a high cost.
Lastly, UTM does not handle I/O during transaction execution. UTM assumes
that all memory operations within a transaction can be rolled back by simply clearing
the speculative values in the cache. Many memory operations, however, such as
memory mapped I/O, are not cached at all. These operations cannot be rolled back.
Once they complete, their effects may immediately be visible. For example, a write
to the display buffer may immediately result in a change on the monitor. These
operations cannot be run speculatively and inherently require mutual exclusion.
UTM's lack of I/O support during a transaction prevents UTM from being useful
in all situations. For example, this limitation may restrict the use of UTM trans-
action within I/O device driver code. In general, however, many situations require
atomicity without invoking I/O. For these situations, UTM provides the easy-to-use,
low-overhead transaction primitive.
Although UTM has many limitations, UTM is still a useful system in practice.
UTM is the first hardware transaction system to not impose a restrictive transaction
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size or length limitation. UTM's unbounded approach enables clean transaction se-
mantics not found in previous hardware transaction designs. Moreover, UTM can be
implemented straightforwardly in a modern system with only minor hardware mod-
ifications. Since UTM is implemented in hardware, UTM provides the programmer
with an easy-to-use transaction primitive with low performance overhead. Although
large transactions can potentially incur high performance overhead, experimental re-
sults confirm that the high overhead can be efficiently amortized over the fast common
case. For these reasons, I contend that UTM represents a significant advance in the de-
sign of practical hardware transactional memory systems. UTM achieves easy-to-use
transactions without sacrificing practicality, performance, or ease of implementation.
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